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ABSTRACT 

The phenomena of humor recognition seems to occur, in part , at cognitive 

levels that are below conscious awareness. Thus, the details of how humorous 

s tatements are recognized are not open to introspection or simple investigatory 

techniques. In this thesis, an information processing model of humor 

appreciation was further specified by integrating it with three concurrent models 

of natural language understanding. Then detailed processes for recognizing a 

writ ten form of humor (puns) were couched in terms of syntactic and semantic 

processes, and the model was programmed in LISP for the purpose of testing its 

plausibility. It was concluded that the program can recognize simple forms of 

potentially humorous sentences, as well as resolve the ambiguity of many words 

m ordinary sentences. The program illuminates several of the detailed processes 

involved in the recognition of potentially humorous statements and in the 

resolution of ambiguous words, and provides a new approach for future research 

in the area of humor appreciation. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

One notion that all of us seem to understand early in life is that of humor. 

Even though various "authorities" have long reminded us of the importance of 

humor, it has, until recently, never received as much attention as other areas of 

cognitive study. 

Definition of Humor 

Humor can be defined as the ability to recognize when something is funny, the 

ability to produce funny things, the cognitive processes involved in understanding 

or producing funny things, or the affective component (mirth) associated with 

recognizing or producing funny things. Humor is not an emotion, although it may 

influence emotions; humor is not laughter or smiling, although it may influence 

laughter or smiling; humor is not an event (such as a joke, cartoon, etc.), although 

certain events are more likely to be perceived as more humorous than others, just 

as certain emotional states may help one to perceive an event as humorous 

(McGhee, 1979). Humor is not the same thing as play or pretend, although there 

seem to be relationships between humor and those phenomena to the extent that 

certain abilities seem to be necessary for both, l l i i s would include symbolic 

representation, imagination, and the ability to see varied outcomes (Tower and 

Singer, 1980). 

There may be a component of physiological arousal involved in humor, usually 

presented as an excitement that develops within the perceiver while the perceiver 

determines or discovers what is funny about an event. Arousal is multifaceted. It 

may be assumed that an arousal component exists and that it is the "gauge" for 



how funny we judge an event to be. Arousal does not necessarily imply laughter. 

Although laughter has a statistically positive linear relationship with funniness 

ratings, it is far from a 1.0 correlation. Laughter seems to be dependent on the 

perceiver's mood as well as an event's funniness ratings. 

Brief History of Humor Research 

The early Greeks coined the term "humor" or "humorous" to in reference to a 

body fluid, or condition of having an excess of body fluids. According to McGhee 

(1979), "humor" gradually became used to refer to one's mood in a "general 

sense." People laughed at those suspected of having an excess of some specific 

humor, because of their particularly strange behavior thought to arise from an 

imbalance of the humors (choler, melancholy, blood, and phlegm). Eventually, the 

term "humorous" became synonymous for the term funny. The first humorists 

were those individuals with an imbalance of humors, who possessed a skill of being 

able to make people laugh. 

Several writers in the 18th and 19th centuries noticed an apparent ingredient 

to humorous events. The philosopher James Beattie (1776; cited in Suls, 1983) 

suggested, in terms suitable for a philosopher, "...laughter arises from the view of 

two or more inconsistent, unsuitable or incongruous parts or circumstances 

considered as united in a complex object or as acquiring a sort of mutual relation 

from the peculiar manner in which the mind takes notice of them." Or, as more 

clearly stated by Hazlitt in 1819 (cited in Suls, 1983), "The essence of the 

laughable is the incongruous, the disconnecting of one idea from another, or the 

jostling of one feeling against another." These were the first suggestions of the 



"incongruity theory of humor," accepted by Kant (1790; cited in Suls, 1983) and 

Schopenhauer (1819; cited in Suls, 1983). Herbert Spencer (1860; cited in Suls, 

1983) attempted to add a biological component to the incongruity theory by 

suggesting that laughter results from an excess of energy in the respiratory 

system. The energy builds up when the serious expectations of the perceiver are 

not met, and his attention is directed at something frivolous. The energy is 

released in the form of laughter. 

Freud (1960) proposed a "purpose" for jokes, which was that they overcome the 

mental "censors" and allow "forbidden" thoughts to surface at conscious levels. 

The real meaning of a sexual or aggressive comment could be disguised in joking 

form, and thus could sneak by the "censors" on duty between the unconscious and 

conscious levels of mind. Freud's (1960) contribution to the field of humor may 

parallel his contribution to other areas within psychology, such as to 

developmental psychology, where Freud called attention to an important cluster of 

concepts and behaviors, but did not contribute empirically to the understanding of 

those concepts or behaviors. Freud, in a sense, helped to legitimize the scientific 

study of humor. 

Modern Theories of Humor 

Incongruity Theory 

Most current theorists agree with the early philosophers; that is, for an event 

to be perceived as humorous it must contain incongruity. Something about the 

event must be out of place, inappropriate, inconsistent with the rest of the event, 

or disjointed in some way. In the pun, "Fish make great brain food because they 



are always found in schools" (Gordon, 1980), one is presented with the problem of 

why fish would be great brain food, just because they swim around together. 

According to the incongruity theory, the observation of the absurdity of that 

notion is necessary to make the pun humorous. 

A more extreme view, held by some modern theorists, is that incongruity is not 

only necessary for humor, but is sufficient to result in humor. Nerhardt (1976, 

1977) is a proponent of this view and maintains that humor results from the 

discrepancy between two mental representations. One representation may be "set 

up" by the context of the joke or event, and the other presented in the punchline. 

Nerhardt's theory would require that the greater the discrepancy, the greater the 

rating of funniness. Nerhardt also suggests that it is necessary for the perceiver to 

believe himself in a safe environment. For example, if one finds a snake in one's 

bed, that may not be particularly funny, even though it is unexpected and 

inconsistent within the context of turning in for the evening. 

To provide empirical support for his model, Nerhardt (1970) presented subjects 

with a weightlifting task. Each subject lifted weights after being told that the 

purpose of the study was to investigate their ability to discriminate changes in 

weight from trial to trial. The final weight in each series, however, was greatly 

different from earlier weights; the final weight was either much heavier or much 

lighter, and Nerhardt observed the subjects' behavior at that point. He found that 

the greater the difference between the final weight and the previous weights, the 

more likely that smiling and laughter would increase. This could be expressed as a 

linear relationship between the amount of incongruity and smiling-laughing 

behaviors. Nerhardt's paradigm has been used to reliably replicate this linear 



relationship (Grerber and Routh, 1975; Deckers and Kizer, 1975; and Deckers, et al., 

1977). The last study is especially supportive, since Deckers, et al. (1977) altered 

the amount of incongruity between the earlier weights and the final weight by 

notifying the subjects that there was about to be a large change in weight. The 

advance warning that the weights were about to become greatly different reduced 

smiling-laughing behavior in those subjects receiving the warning, probably 

because the expectations were changed (brought into line with reality) and the 

amount of incongruity was reduced. 

Incongruity theory can be used to explain more complicated types of humor as 

well. For example, in this popular elephant joke, it is possible to find several 

incongruities present at once. 

(^estion: "Why did the elephant lay on the sidewalk?" 

Answer: "To trip ants." 

There may be several things that are incongruous about an elephant lying on the 

sidewalk to trip ants. The incongruity occurs as a result of: (1) an elephant 

appearing on a sidewalk in the first place (incongruous with our real-life 

experiences); (2) the notion of something as large as an elephant noticing an ant 

(size discrepancy), or, (3) the elephant "setting out" to do an ant harm (a human, 

but not an elephant characteristic). It may be that elephant jokes are popular 

because they set up several incongruities for the listener to ponder, so that even if 

some incongruities are not attended to by the listener, humor may result if the 

remaining incongruities are noticed. For those subjects who notice several 

incongruities in a joke, the humor should be greater than for those subjects who 

attend to fewer incongruities. I do not know of any research that attempts to 



clarify or control the role of multiple incongruities within the main stem of a 

joke, or within a single punchline. Perhaps such a study could be done, simply by 

substituting "woman" in place of "elephant" in the preceding elephant joke. 

Question: "Why did the woman lie on the sidewalk?" 

Answer: "To trip ants." 

The total amount of ambiguity should be reduced, since lying on a sidewalk is 

popular among humans in some districts of our larger cities, the size discrepancy 

is not as great between a human and an ant as between an elephant and an ant, and 

because humans frequently set out to do others harm. Since such incongruities 

should be reduced in the revised joke, then the joke should be less humorous to 

the perceiver. 

One thing that does seem clear from the work described so far, is that 

incongruity plays an important role in affecting the amount of humor experienced 

by the perceiver. That point is accepted among modem researchers in the field, 

although the next section will illustrate that incongruity alone is not always 

viewed as sufficient to result in humor. 

Incongruity-Resolution Theory 

Several researchers (Shultz, 1972; and Suls, 1972), argue that simple 

incongruity in a safe environment does by itself not result in humor. These 

researchers suggest that resolution is a necessary component of humor as well. 

For example, the fish pun presented earlier, 

"Fish make great brain food because they 

are always found in schools," 



can be modified to retain the incongruity but not remain humorous; 

"Fish make great brain food because they 

always swim together." 

According to the incongruity theory, the latter version should be as funny as the 

first, since the incongruity is still there, and roughly to the same degree. 

Advocates of the incongruity-resolution model would say that the missing element 

is resolution, and that the wording of the modified pun does not allow resolution 

to take place. This is consistent with Beattie's 1776 statement mentioned earlier 

in this paper, "...two or more...incongruous parts...considered as united..or as 

acquiring a sort of mutual relation from the peculiar manner in which...(we notice 

them)." In the original version of the pun, we might make the connection between 

brain food and school via their mutual relationship with the concept of "getting 

smarter." In the modified version of the pun, the incongruity does not have such 

a resolution. There is no mutual relationship between brain food and fish 

swimming together. Resolution is a problem-solving behavior directed to provide 

a reasonable connection between the body of a joke (or event) and the punchline 

(or outcome of the event). Suls (1972, 1983) presents a process flow diagram of 

the humorous event, which can be seen in Figure 1 on the next page. 

Suls' (1972, 1983) model states: (1) there is a "set-up" component that leads 

the understander to make serious expectations regarding what will come next in 

the sentence or story; (2) if the ending (punchline) of the sentence or story is as 

expected, then the event will not be perceived as humorous; (3) if the ending is 

not as expected, then surprise results, prompting the understander to find a rule 

that makes the ending follow from the preceding material; (4) if a rule is found 
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Story or 
cartoon 
set-up 

Prediction 
of outcome 

Is ending 
as 

predicted? 

YES No surprise 

No laughter 

NO 

Surprise 

Find rule that makes 
ending follow from 
preceding material 

Is rule found? 
YES 

Laughter 

NO 

Puzzlement 

Figure 1: Suls' (1972) model of humor 



(resolution of incongruity), then laughter occurs; and, (5) if a rule is not found, 

then puzzlement is the result. 

In the case of the "fish" pun, one may consider the first part of the sentence as 

the "set-up," and the notion of "school" as a surprise. Suls' rule, or mutual 

relation, is "two things (brain food and schools) which make people (not fish) 

smarter." In the modified version of the pun, no such relation exists, and as Suls' 

model would predict, there is puzzlement on part of the perceiver. Hence, humor 

is shown here to have a substantial problem-solving component; if the incongruity 

problem is not solved, then the perceiver doesn't find it humorous. 

Suls' (1983) comments that Nerhardt's work with weights and incongruity 

demonstrates that it may be possible for incongruity to be enough to produce 

humor. That is, there is no apparent resolution involved at the time that subjects 

laugh after lifting a weight much heavier or lighter than expected. He modifies his 

statement a bit by positing that the subjects may have just realized, while 

becoming aware of the large discrepancy of the last weight, that it was their 

behavior which was of interest in the study and not weight discrimination. The 

realization served as the resolution, and stimulated the laughing (McGhee, 1983). 

Nerhardt (1970, 1976, 1977) may be measuring mirth (feelings of joy), social 

laughter ("did anyone see me screw up?"), and other types of events when he 

measures laughter among subjects that find a weight to be greatly different from 

what they were expecting. We have seen that some investigators use laughter as an 

indicator of humor; the more laughter, the funnier the event is assumed to be. 

Other investigators have used funniness scales, asking the person to rate the joke 

or event after experiencing it. It was noted earlier that the relationship between 
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laughter and funniness is far from perfect ("only a moderate, positive linear 

relationship," McGhee, 1979). The problem with using laughter as a measure of 

humor is that many things may cause laughter, (riles and Oxford (1970) describe 

seven conditions under which laughter might occur: (1) humorous, (2) social, (3) 

ignorance, (4) anxiety, (5) derision (making fun of something or someone), (6) 

apologetic, and (7) tickling. The different types of laughter listed above (which 

Criles and Oxford point out probably make up only a partial list), may not have 

anything to do with humor (especially social, tickling, and apologetic laughter). 

However, the other four types may or may not be present during an attempt to 

measure humorous stimuli. If present, then they would contaminate the findings 

based on the amount of laughter. For much the same reasons, I do not think that 

practical jokes, or slapstick comedy are really humor either, but rather pure 

incongruity which may increase arousal levels and put one in a mirthful mood, but 

may not involve the cognitive processes or the challenge to solve a problem that 

exemplifies verbal humor. 

A Developmental Model of Humor 

McGhee (1979) outlines four broad stages of humor development in the child. 

Those stages are briefly discussed below. Like all stage theories, the ages provided 

are only approximate, but McGhee states that stage 1 will precede stage 2, etc. 

The stages are mentioned here to indicate that certain cognitive prerequisites are 

probably necessary in order to understand most adult forms of humor. Also, most 

examples (puns and riddles) of humorous material discussed throughout this paper 

make use of the technique of "multiple meanings," an ability not evident until late 

childhood (roughly age seven). 
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Stage 1: Incongruous Actions Toward Objects 

Humor first appears during the second year, due to the development of the 

ability to represent objects with internal images. During this stage, the child may 

treat one object as though it were another. For example, she may push a comb 

along the floor as though it were a truck, all the while being aware that the object 

is not a truck. This is pretending. 

Stage 2: Incongruous Labeling of Objects and Events 

During this stage (later in the second year), the verbal statement alone is able 

to create the incongruity and can lead to laughter. The child will call one object 

by another object's name, although she actually knows the real name for the 

object. For example, the child may call a cat, "doggy," and then begin laughing. 

Play signals also emerge during this period, such as smiling or laughing in the 

previous example, which allows others to know that the child is only joking at the 

time of the incongruous labeling of an object or event. In order for a child to find 

this type of incongruity funny, she must know what the word really means, i.e., 

have mastery over it. 

Stage 3: Conceptual Incongruity 

During the third year, the child begins to understand that words refer to 

classes of objects or events. For instance, a cat is observed to have distinguishing 

features, e^;., whiskers, tail, etc. Discrepancy in these features is funny to these 

children, who would find a drawing of a two-headed cat funny. At this stage, the 

child is still perceptually bound, and does not appreciate most verbal humor. At 
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this point, the child is able to recognize o thers ' play signals (e.g., smiles from 

parents or siblings), and determine that the other person is joking. 

Stage 4: Multiple Meanings 

This stage begins in the child at about the same time as Piaget 's proposed 

concrete operational thinking stage. Only now does the child appreciate verbal 

humor such as puns and riddles, because he can be simultaneously aware of both 

meanings of a word. For example, the child can now appreciate the riddle: 

"Did you take a bath?" 

"No, is there one missing?" 

The riddle is funny because the child can now detect linguistic ambiguity (Shultz 

and Pilon, 1973) and know that there are two ways that the key word makes 

sense. Perceptual orientation is no longer predominant, and the child is less 

egocentric. There does not seem to be an upper limit on this stage, and we enjoy 

hidden-meanings all our lives. As we age, the vocabulary may change in 

complexity, but the processes remain stable (McGhee, 1979). 

Linguistic Ambiguity 

Incongruity can be introduced into a sentence by having a component of the 

sentence that does not "fit" with the other components of the sentence in some 

way. It was demonstrated that it was possible to have incongruity in a sentence 

without that sentence being humorous, e.g., 

"Fish make great brainfood because they 

always swim in groups." 
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The component that seems to be missing in such sentences is resolution, the 

process of finding a second mutual relationship between two words or ideas in the 

sentence. The mutual relationship is provided for in verbal humor by ambiguity, 

e.g., by replacing the word "groups" in the above joke with the word "schools." 

Shultz (1973; 1974) posits four types of ambiguity found in jokes: 

Lexical Ambiguity 

Lexical ambiguity occurs when a key word has two different meanings. The 

fish pun and the following riddle parody are examples. 

"Why should you always wear a watch in the desert?" 

"Because a watch has springs in it." 

Phonological Ambiguity 

Phonological ambiguity occurs if a key word sounds similar or identical to 

another word with a different meaning. Phonological ambiguity will not be 

mentioned further, due to the difficulty and special equipment required to work 

with it. 

"Waiter, what's this?" 

"That's bean soup Ma'am." 

"I'm not interested in what it has been, 

what is it now?" 

A phonologically ambiguous pun: 

"Many people find that jazz concerts have 

lots of sax appeal." 
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Surface-structure Ambiguity 

In this case, ambiguity arises if the sentence has been processed so tJiat a key 

word is mislabeled regarding type. 

"I saw a man eating shark in the aquarium." 

"That's nothing. I saw a man eating herring 

in the cafe." 

or 

"Tell me how long cows should be milked." 

"They should be milked the same as short ones." 

In each of the two above examples of surface-structure ambiguity, a word has been 

mislabeled concerning its function in the sentence. It was tough to find a pun in 

this category, and forgive me for offering the following, which confuses word type 

for "ground" (verb versus noun): 

"This coffee tastes like mud; it must have been 

ground today." 

Deep-Structure Ambiguity 

This type of ambiguity occurs as a result of "missing the point." 

"Call me a cab." 

"You're a cab." 

or 

"What animal can jump as high as a house?" 

"All animals; houses can't jump." 

I could not find an example of a pun in the last category. It could be that in the 
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small space allowed for a jokebook pun, that there is not space available to allow 

for the development of a truly complicated or intricate pun that uses the more 

difficult types of ambiguity. If there are not many of the more complex types, 

then that could account for the reputation that puns have of being dull; they are 

predictably going to come from the phonological or the lexical categories. I could 

not modify an existing joke into a deep-structure category without simulating a 

dialogue. For example: 

"She told me that I looked sweet enough to 

eat, and I told her that I frequently do." 

Of course, the above joke does have something in common with the earlier puns, 

since there is a key point of confusion. However, that point of confusion concerns 

more than a word, it requires an entire phrase, "sweet enough to eat," which does 

not create any ambiguity until the last few words. The words, "I frequently do," 

do not make sense in the context until the reader realizes that the male speaker 

has not allowed himself to become an object (to be admired), but has taken the 

role as actor (one that can eat something). Since there does not appear to be any 

other criteria for defining a pun, then for the remainder of this paper it shall be 

regarded operationally as a one-sentence joke with only one person represented as 

a speaker. 

Automaticity and Effort 

So far, three main ingredients for humor have been described: (1) incongruity, 

(2) safe environment, and (3) resolution of incongruity. However, these conditions 

are present in other situations other than comedy or joke telling. Indeed, early 
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theorists, (Piaget, 1962; Kris, 1938) noted the pleasure associated with solving 

problems in general. There is something pleasurable about being presented with a 

problem (incongruity to resolve), being stumped for a moment or two, and then 

finding the solution. Such a situation is common, and is not always construed as 

humorous. Whether the event is judged humorous may depend on whether the 

event is judged worthy of "reality assimilation" (Piaget, 1962) or is more properly 

cataloged as "fantasy assimilation" (McGhee, 1979). Both may be pleasurable; 

however, information to be reality assimilated must be fitted into a schema, or be 

processed for future reference. Whereas information for fantasy assimilation may 

not be further processed. For instance, information may be cataloged in episodic 

memory only, rather than fitted into any schema or semantic network. Hence, 

reality assimilation must require additional cognitive work, even after the problem 

is solved. One may remember a joke, but one rarely learns from it. 

Several writers have posited the additional element of difficulty as necessary 

for humor. If the problem takes too long to solve, or is too easy and does not 

require much effort, then it will not be regarded as pleasurable. If purposeful 

pondering is required to understand the event, then the event loses much of its 

humorous qualities. For this reason, Maier (1932) proposed a Gestalt theory of 

humor. The meaning of the whole event changes instantly when the incongruity is 

solved. For instance, in the "Fish" joke, "schools" (groups) share a mutual 

relationship with "Fish" and might be considered the Crestalt "figure." 

Additionally, "school" (learning institution) shares a mutual relationship with 

"brainfood" and might be considered the (^estalt "ground." While experiencing the 

joke, "figure" and "ground" are reversed suddenly, and we experience pleasure. 
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The reversal is similar to seeing "the other image" in a reversible illustration. If 

someone has to point out the features of the "other image" to the perceiver bit by 

bit, then its discovery may not be as pleasurable. The type of processing required 

for such suddenness in verbal or written jokes must be similar to that required to 

understand natural language. That is, one is presented with a word in context and 

automatically (with little cognitive effort) retrieves its meaning (Hasher and Zacks, 

1979; Underwood, 1977; Dyer, 1973; LaBerge and Samuels, 1974). In the case of 

the pun, we then find that the word does not fit the context. At this point, the 

automatic processes for finding word meanings must be reactivated and the proper 

meaning located. In the case of the overworked pun: 

"Fish make great brain food because they 

are always found in schools," 

the first meaning activated for "schools" is "a group of fish that swim around 

together." This leaves the incongruity present, and is rejected as the proper 

meaning for schools in this sentence, so the search is began anew. The first word 

meaning activated was judged incorrect by a "comprehension" or "understanding" 

process. At this point, no humor is experienced. Indeed, in the case of a pun, the 

perceiver may not yet even realize that the event is designed to be humorous. The 

next meaning to be found may be the correct one, although it is certainly out of 

context, since fish do not go to school in the sense of a "learning institution." To 

judge this meaning as correct, the perceiver must recognize the mutual 

relationship between "brain food" and the new-found meaning for "school." Once 

the mutual relationship of "two things that make one smarter" is found, then the 

decision is made to accept the new meaning for "school," and judge the event as 
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humorous to some degree. If the perceiver cannot form the mutual relationship, 

perhaps because alternate meanings are not known, then only puzzlement will 

result (as in Suls' model, shown in figure 1). On the other hand, if "learning 

institution" would have been the first meaning activated for the pun, then no 

additional work would have been necessary to solve the problem. As mentioned, 

some amount of work, or extended problem solving appears necessary for the 

event to be judged humorous, so if the "hidden" meaning is the first one activated, 

then the event will be rated low in humorous appeal by the perceiver (the surprise 

component is missing). The amount of problem-solving work required is usually 

discussed in terms of arousal in the humor literature. 

Piaget (1962) was one of the first to notice that children could derive pleasure 

from problem solving. In fact, they sometimes go out of their way to find 

problems to solve. It seems likely that the desire to solve problems has been 

favored and selected for in our evolutionary development. Perhaps, as Piaget 

notes, we will give up on a problem if it is too difficult and will not enjoy it if it 

is too easy. Apparently then, humor must include an arousal component which 

will help make clear the role of problem-solving difficulty and its relationship to 

the pleasure experienced when solving a "humor problem." It would also seem 

worthwhile to discuss the concept of arousal both as it relates to humor 

appreciation and to general cognitive functioning. 

Arousal 

Due to the physical state often felt when we experience humor, many theorists 

have proposed that physical processes may be involved during the appreciation of 
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humor. Arousal is usually thought to be a homeostatic concept; we strive to keep 

arousal at some optimum level. If arousal gets too low or too high, then we 

compensate or change our behavior in some way to get closer to the optimum 

level. If one is overly aroused, then she might go for a quiet walk in the woods, 

read a boring book, or take a nap. On the other hand, if one is extremely bored, 

then she might go mountain climbing, deep sea diving, sky diving, or even read a 

joke book. McGhee (1983) reviewed several studies of arousal that measured such 

physiological variables as heart rate ((k>dkewitsch, 1976; Goldstein et al., 1975; 

and, Langevin and Day, 1972), Galvanic skin resistance (Averill, 1969; 

Godkewitsch, 1976; and Langevin and Day, 1972), and muscle tension (Spencer, 

1860; Chapman, 1976). The important thing about these studies is that they all 

report a relationship between arousal, however measured, and the funniness 

(humor) ratings given by the subjects. The type of relationship was linear when 

the humorous events were cartoons or funny stories, but the only study to use 

riddles (Croldstein et al.) found something approaching an inverted U. Differences 

in the type of the relationship between funniness ratings and arousal may be due 

to the type of joke presented, since riddles have a well-understood format and an 

overt problem to solve. The arousal patterns present when studying riddles 

(Croldstein et al., 1975) seem to correspond to the relationship between arousal and 

cognitive performance; an inverted U-shape (Kahneman, 1973; Mandler, 1975). 

In the case of humor, it would be helpful to understand just where in 

processing the event that arousal is at its maximum and minimum. Berlyne (1972) 

held that arousal-changes across specific time intervals might explain the 

relationship between arousal and funniness, and between humor and other similar 
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stimuli (such as problem solving). Unfortunately, there is no current research that 

sheds light on whether humor is a result of arousal increases or decreases, or 

whether arousal will increase or decrease as a function of humorous events 

(McGhee, 1983). 

In an earlier section, it was proposed that we reject the first meaning found 

for "school" (a group of fish swimming together), because it has no relationship to 

why fish should be considered brain food. The next word-meaning considered does 

provide that relationship (a place where we may get smarter), and we settle on it 

as the intended meaning. After finding the necessary mutual relationship (either 

"two things that make one smart"; or a cause-effect relationship, "the fish go to 

school and get smart, so I may eat the fish and also become smart"), then we 

classify the sentence as a pun on the word "school." So far, investigations have 

not shed any light on just what part of the processing creates the most arousal, 

although that problem is probably due to the poor understanding of the detailed 

cognitive processes involved in understanding humor, as well as the problems 

involved in measuring a physiological function (e.g., heart rate) in a violently 

laughing subject, and the difficulty involved in knowing just what a subject is 

doing cognitively at any particular time. 



CHAPTER II 

CONSTRUCTING COMPUTATIONAL MODELS 

This chapter seeks to introduce a method of science not yet used in the study 

of humor. It is introduced as a method to augment existing techniques in the 

researcher's tool bag, and to briefly describe the philosophy behind the methods 

employed in this thesis. The ideas presented in this chapter are developed in an 

effort to demonstrate the rationale behind the development of computational 

models in general. Regarding humor, computational models should first attempt 

to account for a simple type of humor, the pun. The pun is appreciated among 

seven and eight year-old children and through adulthood. Only after such simple 

forms of humor are understood should a model be expanded to include more 

complex types of humor. 

The Search For Methods of Inquiry 

Psychologists have often crossed interdisciplinary boundaries to better 

understand behavior. The fields of applied and theoretical statistics have 

benefitted greatly in the past century by the work of diligent psychologists. Those 

people had a great interest in devising and testing methods for measuring and 

predicting behavior because of the multitude of difficulties encountered with such 

complex phenomena as behavior. Psychologists have worked on such problems as 

measurement theory, experimental design, multivariate statistics, causal modeling, 

and have performed an invaluable service to anyone wishing to explore complex 

processes, regardless of content area. To make these contributions, it was often 

necessary to cross disciplinary boundaries, typically into mathematics. Indeed, 

psychologists have rarely neglected a field of interest if it could be of assistance in 
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the understanding of behavior. Besides methodological pursuits in mathematics 

and statistics, psychologists have long held interests in psychobiology, 

biochemistry, genetics, philosophy, and the humanities. Presently, it seems at 

least possible that two other more recently developed fields may be of assistance 

to the psychologist; these are the related fields of artificial intelligence and 

cognitive science. 

Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence (AI), a branch of computer science, has been described by 

Winston (1977) as a science aimed at making a machine accomplish behaviors which 

previously required human intelligence. The machine is, of course, a computer, 

and the particular behaviors have been varied, but include: diagnosing medical 

illnesses (Davis, et al., 1977); understanding natural language (Winograd, 1973); 

processing visual stimuli (Duda and Hart, 1973); problem solving (Ernst and 

Newell, 1969); understanding speech (Erman, et al., 1980); producing natural 

language (Katz, 1980); and, various combinations of these such as solving algebra 

word problems, from textbooks and typed-in at a terminal (Bobrow, 1968). 

The rationale for including AI in psychology's bag of scientific tools is due to 

its potential as a concise method of stating a theory, performing preliminary tests 

on a theory, and making very controlled alterations to improve a theory. Much as 

mathematics has been a method for developing and presenting detailed theories 

for the simpler sciences, a computer program is a detailed way to present theories 

in the more complex sciences, such as psychology. As with mathematical 

statements, there can be no ambiguity in a computer program (even if the program 
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is posited as capable of dealing with ambiguity). A theory cannot contain the word 

"obviously" and expect the computer to process it, unless that word is defined in 

unambiguous terms elsewhere in the program. Therefore, the model stated as a 

computer program would require more rigor on the theorist's part than a mixture 

of English and arm waving. 

If a theory is stated as a computer program, then all that one has to do to 

determine if it is a tenable theory is to see if it works. If the program works, then 

the theory is at least tenable. If the program does not work as predicted then the 

theory may require replacement or better specification. For example, if one 

developed a theory of problem solving, and if that theory was stated as a computer 

program, then one could activate it to determine if the program functions as 

anticipated. If so, then the problem-solving theory is plausible; if not, it must be 

rejected. 

Certain experiments and modifications to the theory may be made. One can 

add or subtract knowledge from the program to determine if that knowledge was 

essential to its operation. So, AI is an experimental science. In the case of factual 

knowledge, the deletion or addition of knowledge can be made without affecting 

other parts of the program, and, often, simple processes may be added or deleted 

in much the same fashion. In human or animal research, such freedom from 

confounding is not possible. One cannot expect the human or animal to forget 

something (she is usually not aware of processes to begin with, and facts cannot be 

"erased"). If one deals with samples of n>l while dealing with animals or humans, 

then the problem of individual differences must be dealt with. This is usually a 

statistical method and leaves unaccounted the reasons for the individual 
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differences. When studying function alone, independent of the organism, AI could 

be a very useful adjunct to psychology. 

Cognitive Science » 

A field related to AI is cognitive science. Cognitive science has only recently 

began to venture out on its own, but unlike AI (a division in computer science 

departments, usually), cognitive science has moved into academic independence, 

split from departments of psychology, computer science, neuroscience, linguistics, 

and philosophy. These are the academic areas where most of the new field's 

faculty were trained. Whereas AI is a specialty within computer science, cognitive 

science is an interdisciplinary group (Norman, 1981) composed of various scientists 

interested in learning more about cognition. While researchers in AI are interested 

in making computers appear intelligent, investigators in cognitive science want to 

know how they can use the knowledge gained from such methodologies to learn 

more about how humans function. Cognition is also viewed by researchers in 

cognitive science as being a process independent of machine or living organism, 

much as aviation is seen as being something different from a bird's or airplane's 

flying. In cognitive science much information is exchanged between the field's 

members, who each have reasons for being interested in how to make computers 

perform complex tasks. 

Cognitive scientists realize that there may be a benefit as a side-effect of 

attempting to design an intelligent machine. For example, in aviation, a discipline 

seemingly far removed from behavior, the early workers spent a fair amount of 

time attempting to understand how birds fly in the hopes that they too could glean 
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knowledge of how to fly. Most of us have seen pictures or drawings of an 

individual standing on a barn roof, feather coated boards strapped to his arms, and 

prepared to jump. Although one could have learned much from birds about flying, 

it did not pay to take appearances too literally. Indeed, it was quickly discovered 

that birds fly because they carefully follow the underlying laws of physics 

pertaining to avionics. Humans wishing to fly were not successful while trying to 

mimic or simulate the bird, but were most successful when they looked for 

underlying laws of avionics. The method in this case is trial and error, 

infrequently guided by a broad theory, but often yielding such theories. The field 

of avionics, whether concerning the flying of humans or birds, was built on such a 

trial and error method. Later, much of the knowledge gained could then be 

applied to describe (accurately) how birds fly. Another way to look at the field is 

that many small hypotheses about flying were tried out on a machine, until a 

machine could fly. Then, refinements could be made, noted, and the better ones 

kept. Via this method of hypothesis testing on a machine, a more useful 

understanding of the laws of aviation could be described. 

Psychologists are not typically concerned with flying, but, as mentioned 

earlier, they do have a strong interest in methodology. It could be instructive to 

note how a discipline such as avionics made such rapid progress and developed 

such useful theories. It would also be interesting to know how long such an 

accumulation of knowledge would have taken if those early aviators had waited 

until a complete theory of aviation based on the bird had been developed, or, 

perhaps more importantly in my admitted analogy, how long would it have been 

before they discovered the underlying laws governing the bird's flying behavior? 
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The analogy mentioned near the end of the previous paragraph refers, of 

course, to the similarity of birds, machines, and avionics, to humans, machines, 

and cognition. In the first case, machines were helpful, if not instrumental, in 

helping aviators develop and test theories of avionics; in the second case, machines 

may be helpful in aiding psychologists to develop and test theories of cognition. 

In summary, the ideas presented in this chapter were provided to illustrate the 

need to begin development of computational theories of humor appreciation. The 

goal of such theories would be the examination of ideas necessary to produce a 

theory of humor that can account for many observations in the experimental 

literature, and to state theories in such a way as to make them tediously clear and 

partially testable on a computer; that is, to work toward the construction of 

computer programs that attempt to embody theories of humor appreciation. Such 

programs should first attempt to account for a simple, yet popular type of humor, 

the pun, that is appreciated among seven and eight year-old children and through 

adulthood. 



CHAPTER III 

TOWARDS A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 

One of the few models of humor appreciation to attempt an information 

processing style of explanation for humor processes is offered by Suls (1972, 

1983). Suls' model (see Figure 1, page 8) raises several interesting questions: (1) 

Suls does not suggest how one might test his model; (2) Suls does not propose 

specific cognitive processes to serve as mechanisms for the different components 

of his model; (3) Suls does not explain how understanding a joke might be related 

to other cognitive processes, e.g., understanding language or gauging the 

importance and value of new information; (4) Suls says that after the expectation 

has been set-up and up-set, that one must "find a rule that makes the ending 

follow from preceding material." Suls does not describe the processes involved in 

finding such a rule; and finally, (5) Suls does not indicate what makes one joke 

funnier than another. The aim of this paper is to describe in more detail the 

processes involved in understanding humor by: (1) developing portions of a 

computational model of humor to add definition to Suls' model and to assist in 

examining it; (2) proposing and defining with the LISP programming language 

specific processes for recognition and resolution of ambiguity; and, (3) integrating 

portions of Suls' model with models of natural language understanding. 

The method used in this paper to expand Suls' work involved not only Suls' 

model of humor understanding, but Charniack's (1983a; 1983b) theory of natural 

language understanding as well. It was hoped that such an integration would 
« 

illuminate the details involved in the recognition of humor, and lead to a better 

understanding of Suls' constructs. After processes for understanding a written 

form of humor (puns) were couched in terms of syntactical and semantic processes, 
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portions of the model were programmed in LISP on a computer for the purpose of 

testing the plausibility of those portions of the model. 

The remainder of this paper will describe, in detail, the processes of natural 

language understanding that seem necessary to make an appreciation of puns 

possible. Knowledge of how language is understood should be viewed as a 

necessary step toward the development of a computational model of humor 

appreciation. 



CHAPTER IV 

UNDERSTANDING NATURAL LANGUAGE 

A program that responds to input in the same way that we would expect a 

human to respond may be said to "understand." For example, the user may be 

able to type, "John killed the dragon," which a program may accept as a new fact 

to be retained in memory. Then, the user may ask the program, "is the dragon 

alive?" at which point the program must be capable of producing the inference 

that if one has been killed then he ceases to be alive, and answer "no" to the 

question, perhaps elaborating with "John killed it," to support the answer. Hence, 

the verb "understanding" is thought of as a translation process, or as a means for 

the program to translate the English statement into an internal representation that 

will allow the program to produce inferences and respond in a manner we would 

think of as intelligent. In order to assume that the program has "understood" a 

humorous event, it should produce results corresponding to that of a human, when 

asked to rate the funniness of a joke. A program that could produce such results 

from an input joke is a long-term goal in computational humor research. 

Overview of a Natural Language Understander 

Since the guiding principle of the work reported in this paper is the view that 

puns are understood by the same processes that are used to understand language in 

general, then it is necessary to describe some of the general processes that have 

been postulated to aid computers in the understanding of language. 

Charniak (1983a; 1983b) has described a theoretical natural language 

understander (NLU). That general model is the foundation for portions of a NLU 

written in LISP and described later in this paper. Charniak describes his model at 
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a fairly high-level, allowing variations within the model as more detail about 

NLU's are developed. That is, he provides a description of what major components 

should be considered as necessary for language understanding, and how those 

components might interact, but he does not prescribe the internal workings of 

those components. The components he includes in the theory are not unique to 

Charniak, but his model integrates the components and makes some specification 

about how they should interact with one-another. Figure 2, on page 32, depicts 

Charniak's (1983b) model. 

Morphology 

One of the first steps in the analysis of an input sentence, is morphology. The 

morphology component accepts the sentence as entered into a system, removes 

special word endings, like "-ing" and "-ed," and passes the modified sentence on to 

other processes for further processing. Since morphology can process words with 

special word endings, then it saves the understander from having to store every 

version of a word in memory. For example, without morphology all four tenses of 

the word "watch" (watch, watches, watched, and watching) would have to be stored 

in memory. The results of applying the morphology component (removing word 

endings) to a word should be passed along to subsequent stages of processing. For 

example, the ending "-es" would be removed from "watches," such that only the 

meaning for "watch" has to be stored in memory, but the morphology component 

must also pass along the information that the word was plural, so that no 

information is lost. 
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Syntax 

It becomes apparent early in human development that efficient communication 

with others involves rules for stringing words together (Mensruk, 1978, page 58). 

Humans use a knowledge of those rules (syntax) to help understand text. In the 

sentence, "John killed the dragon," we can tell that "John" is the subject, "killed" 

is the verb, and "dragon" is the object. Criven a knowledge of syntactic rules, we 

can tell who was the source of the action and who was the recipient. Without 

syntactic processes, or in sentences without syntactic information (e.g., "dragon 

John killed"), we would not know the functional relationships among sentence 

constituents; i.e., we would not be able to discern who killed whom. One might 

say that if the relationships among the words in the sentence are clear, then there 

is an understanding of the syntactical composition of the sentence. Such an 

understanding requires that the constituents be properly labeled, e.g., "subject" 

and "predicate," which can in turn be composed of noun phrases, verb phrases, 

etc. Although syntax cannot always provide the answers to questions of functional 

relationships between concepts in a sentence, syntax is usually considered a 

necessary component. 

In the sentence, "Fish make great food," it is beyond the capability of syntactic 

analyzers to discriminate whether fish are in the business of "manufacturing" 

food, or whether they "are" good food. The meaning of the verb "make" is unclear 

here, and some source of knowledge in addition to syntax will have to provide 

information regarding which is correct. Although the rules of syntax only permit 

two possible interpretations, the final decision of the meaning of "make" will be 

made on the basis of semantics, that is, what we know about the rules of meaning. 
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Figure 2: Charniak's (1983b) model of parsing 
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Semantics 

An additional phase of translating a sentence involves semantics. Semantics 

may be broken down into smaller components, since it appears that different 

purposes are served at different times during the processing of a sentence. 

Charniak (1983b) presents semantics as serving three separate functions during the 

understanding of a sentence. The first function is referred to as compositional 
« 

semantics (CS). Compositional semantics helps to select the best meaning for a 

word when syntactic analysis produces more than one possibility. The second 

function, inferential semantics (IS), uses semantic information to generate 

inferences. The third function, non-inferential semantics (NIS), provides the 

semantic processes described above and the syntactical analysis process (described 

in the previous section) with information gleaned from a spreading activation 

network (e.g., Collins and Loftus, 1975). 

Non-inferential Semantics 

A key concept in Charniak's (1983b) model of language understanding is 

spreading activation theory (e.g., Collins and Loftus, 1975). Spreading activation 

networks are helpful in that they allow a judgment to be made about the degree 

and type of relationship between two or more concepts. For example, the concepts 

of "lake" and "fish" seem to be related. A human would have very little trouble in 

recognizing that the relationship is due to the fact that many fish are "found in" 

lakes. For another example, consider "fish" and "animal"; concepts which are 

apparently related by the fact that fish "are" animals. 

We can find and define such relationships with ease. It is another matter, 

however, to devise a scheme for representing such relationships. There are many 
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different types of relationships possible among concepts, and investigators wishing 

to write simulations of such processes are required to describe techniques that are 

powerful enough to identify such relationships, yet constrained enough to serve as 

a general theory about how such information is represented and processed. That 

is, we cannot arbitrarily tack Ubels to relationships between concepts as we set-up 

a data base, but must have a psychologically tenable theory about how those 

relationships are defined. 

Concepts may be viewed as entities, each generally isolated from the others. 

There are paths, or "links" that connect some concepts to a few others, much as a 

road might exist between towns. Only related concepts have links between them; 

unrelated concepts have no such paths. For example, "fish" and "light-bulb" 

probably would not have a link between them. Some concepts are related by 

indirect links; that is, they may not have a link directly joining them, but they 

may have links that go to another, third, concept. For example, "trout" and 

"sandbass" may not have a link between them, but may both have a link to "fish." 

If that link has a label, e.g., "isa" (for "is a"), then we know that they are related 

because they are both types of "fish." 

Networks of this type are referred to as "semantic networks," because they 

provide more information about a concept than syntax. Indeed, they seem to 

provide information that can help us develop rules of meaning, based on the 

structure of the network (how concepts are connected by links) and by the titles 

we give the links (e.g., "isa," "found-in," etc.). The notion of spreading activation 

surfaces when we define how the links are transversed, i.e., how the progression is 

made from one concept to another related concept. A prevalent view of spreading 
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activation is that when a concept is activated, there is an equal spreading out from 

that concept along its links. If a concept has more than one link, then activation 

spreads out among them, like ripples in disturbed water, activating surrounding, 

closely related concepts, which are in turn activated, and so on. 

Networks allow some conclusions to be made about relationships between 

concepts based upon the path of their spreading activation. For instance, in the 

"trout"-"sandbass" example given earlier, their "is a" pathways "intersect" at the 

concept of "fish." It is this intersection that allows us to discern that there is a 

relationship, and it is the types of the links transversed that allow us to 

understand the nature of that relationship. More will be said about networks and 

spreading activation later. 

Compositional Semantics 

Sentences require more information than is available from syntax or NIS. 

Syntax can tell us where noun phrases begin and end, which word in the sentence 

is the main verb, and other information about the structure of the sentence. NIS 

can tell us if concepts triggered by words in the sentence are related. There 

remains a problem of getting the information into a form that indicates the "roles' 

of the different concepts being represented in the sentence. For example, "The 

dog bit the postman," can be analyzed by syntax and NIS, but we still will not 

have a internal representation that makes it clear who was bitten and who did the 

biting. 

The purpose of compositional semantics is to translate the English sentence, 

with the help of syntax and NIS, into a language-independent internal 
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represenUtion (e.g., Schank and Riesbeck, 1981). Such a representation might 

look like: 

( (ACTION (BITE)) 

(ACTOR (DOG)) 

(OBJECT (POSTMAN)) ) 

Such a representation has marked advantages; it is language-independent (The 

source input could have been in English, French, (German, etc.) and it is versatile. 

For example, "The postman bit the dog," could be represented: 

( (ACTION (BITE)) 

(ACTOR (POSTMAN)) 

(OBJECT (DOG)) ) 

Thus, compositional semantics maps noun phrases, verbs, etc., into a knowledge 

structure that is more versatile than its English version, and explicitly names the 

"roles" of each main concept in the sentence. 

At this level, we might say that the sentence has been "understood" by the 

computer program if it is successful at mapping the concepts of the sentence into 

the proper roles. There will be more said about compositional semantics later. 

Inferential Semantics 

Humans make strong inferences when faced with little information. In the 

sentence, "John picked up the sword and slew the mighty dragon," with what did 

John kill the dragon? Of course, he used the sword, but where does it say, "he 

slew the dragon with the sword?" John may have used his handy dragon-slaying 

spell, or otherwise dispatched the menace. We infer that John used the sword, 
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because (1) it is mentioned in close proximity to the act of slaying, (2) we know 

that a sword is a common tool for dragon slaying, (3) we are not aware of any 

other instrument for slaying dragons that is in John's possession, and (4) it 

explains why the two clauses are part of the same sentence. Hence, we have tied 

the two parts of the sentence into one swift act, "John killed the dragon with a 

sword." Such inferences can be a problem with eye-witness testimony in legal 

proceedings, but is very important for the smooth understanding of language. 

When asked, "Do you have a watch?" we usually will not answer "yes," but will 

instead say something like, "yes, it is 2 O'clock." Here the inferential processes 

modify the question during translation (Lenhert, 1978). 

Non-inferential semantics might contribute in large fashion to the inference 

that a sword was used to dispatch the dragon by providing the relatedness between 

the concepts of "sword," "dragon," and "killed." Inferential semantics uses this 

information to infer that the dragon was probably killed using the sword as the 

instrument. 

Modifications to Charniak's Model 

Charniak's (1983a; 1983b) general model of understanding language is very 

powerful. It can explain how humans can understand such strings of nouns as, 

"student classroom confusion lecture question." That is, even if the sentence lacks 

syntactical information to allow functional relationships to be directly known, we 

can often infer those relationships based on semantic information, and allow roles 

to be assigned to the nouns in the phrase. This does not always work. The phrase, 

"dragon John killed," cannot have functional relationships imposed on it, by 
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humans or by computer programs. An important drawback is that Charniak's 

model is very complex at the level of computer implementation, and as a result of 

that complexity the model has not yet been programmed. Luckily, Charniak's 

model is much more powerful than is really needed for understanding puns, since 

humor usually provides good structural form (syntax). Therefore, portions of 

Charniak's model are possible to program, and can provide some insight into 

humor understanding processes. Specifically, the components of syntax, 

compositional semantics, and non-inferential semantics have been coded in LISP, 

and can be used to make points about humor understanding processes. Before 

those programs are described, it would be helpful to examine a few jokes, and try 

to observe what might make them "humorous" in light of the processes just 

described. 



CHAPTER V 

WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH HUMOR? 

(Hven the wide range in types of humor, it is likely that recognition of humor 

takes place at different points in the language understanding process. The major 

premise of this thesis is that a theory of humor, e.g., Suls (1972; 1983), and of 

humor classification schemes, e.g., Shultz (1973; 1974), might benefit greatly by 

the tracking of various humorous expressions through a detailed mechanism that 

purports to understand language. A rather serious problem exists in attempting to 

accomplish this; there is no such understanding mechanism available. Therefore, 

it was necessary to propose and write components of such an understander to allow 

a rudimentary glimpse at what the processes of interest could be, and to 

demonstrate them, in so far as that was possible. 

One of the most prevalent types of humor is the pun. A pun, as mentioned in 

an earlier section of this paper, is operationally defined as a one-sentence joke, by 

one speaker, that derives its humorous ranking by a "play on words." Simply 

stated, at least one word in the sentence has more than one meaning. The word is 

made ambiguous by its context (the remainder of the sentence). For example: 

"Two racing silkworms finished in a tie." 

The ambiguous word here is "tie." Suls' (1972; 1983) theory would require that, 

for humor to occur, we would set expectations as we read the joke, only to be 

"surprised" by the ending. This pun is a good example to use for analysis, because 

it is difficult to see what the expectations might be, or what the surprise ending 

might be. Actually, many puns are of this nature; we notice another meaning to an 

ambiguous word and realize that the sentence was a joke. It is not a trivial matter 

to describe how the "hidden" meaning could be noticed, but if the process does not 
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include "expectations" or "surprise," then we might conclude that Suls' theory 

does not account for all forms of humor. 

If it were possible to describe the conditions that cause us to halt processing 

and consider the above sentence humorous, then we should be able to extend that 

description to more complicated types of humor, if the same principal applies. 

Consider the following passage (Crordon, 1980). 

Back in 1972 I came up with the idea of writing a play about 
the movement to eliminate pay toilets, an idea I have been 
sitting on for a number of years, but feel that I cannot stall any 
longer. 

The above passage involves many ambiguous words, but it would seem as 

though the process is essentially unchanged. That is, associations among 

ambiguous words seem to indicate a "hidden" meaning to the passage. 

It would seem then, that any theory of natural language understanding (NLU) 

should, at minimum, be capable of explaining the recognition of "hidden" 

meanings. Further, in the case of the more involved joke, the theory should 

describe processes that are capable of suggesting what that "hidden" meaning 

might be. 

It is also important to avoid describing that process in total isolation from 

other aspects of NLU. For this reason, a program, also written in LISP, is 

presented that provides syntactic analysis and compositional semantics. With 

these programs, it is possible to indicate how far these processes can go toward the 

understanding of humorous material, and what types of material must be handled 

by higher processes (e.g., inferential semantics). 



CHAPTER VI 

IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter describes the detail for the model of humor understanding 

proposed in this thesis. The model is described as a computer program, which is 

presented in Appendix B. 

Compositional Semantics 

The earliest plans for this program called for a non-deterministic syntactic 

parser to work in concert with a semantic unit to comprise compositional 

semantics. The work by Schank and Riesbeck (1981) and others has led to what is 

termed an "optimization" (Mellish, 1983) of the syntactic and compositional units. 

The optimization is a set of procedures referred to as "Conceptual Dependency" 

(Schank and Riesbeck, 1981), which intermixes syntactic and semantic processes in 

one "optimized" set of procedures to provide decomposition of the English input 

into a more fundamental structure. The result of the decomposition is a form that 

can be used to represent many different English sentences. 

(a) "Mary gave the flowers to Jack" 

(b) "Jack was presented with flowers by Mary" 

The two sentences above could both be represented in Conceptual Dependency (CD) 

as: 

(Transfer-Possession 

(Actor (Mary)) (Source (Mary)) (Object (Flowers)) 

(Recipient (Jack)) ) 

The advantage to the CD representation, over its English version, is that many 

English phrases, all differing in words used and in syntactic structure, can be 
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represented by a smaller number of "conceptual structures." 

(c) "Jack took the flowers from Mary" 

(d) "Mary's flowers were taken by Jack" 

In sentences (c) and (d), the actor has changed from Mary to Jack, giving the 

conceptual structure: 

(Transfer-Possession 

(Actor (Jack)) (Source (Mary)) (Object (Flowers)) 

(Recipient (Jack)) ) 

This decomposed form has a verb (Transfer-Possession), and several "slots" for 

more information about that action. The slots usually include information about 

the situation. Who was the actor, who was the source of any object, who was the 

recipient of any object, the object itself, the time of the action (past, present, 

future), and the location or place of the action are all common slots to be filled 

during the decomposition of a sentence. 

Conceptual dependency (CD), as defined by Schank and Riesbeck (1981), is a 

method of translating a spoken or written passage in any language into a 

language-independent representation. Schank and Riesbeck (1981) relied on verb 

"primitives," which is a useful strategy when one would like one word (or concept) 

to represent many words. In the example of the conceptual structure above, both 

"give" and "take" are represented by a "Transfer-Possession" primitive. Schank 

typically uses at least 7 primary primitives in his work. Those verb primitives are: 

ATRANS - the transfer of possession, ownership 

or control. 

PTRANS - the transfer of physical location. 
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PROPEL - the application of physical force. 

MTRANS - the transfer of information. 

MBUILD - the thought process that builds new 

information from existing information. 

INGEST - the internalization of an external object 

into an animal's system. 

EXPEL - the act of pushing an object out of an 

animal 's body. 

Programs tha t use CD try to find the main verb in the input sentence and fill 

associated information-slots appropriate for that verb. Information about which 

slots must be filled is stored in a data-base that contains the definition for the 

verb. In LISP, it is common for the verb 's definition to contain a set of 

procedures (small programs) that examine the sentence to determine if any 

slot-fillers are present. The procedures must fill the appropriate 

information-slots appropriate for that verb if the proper information exists in the 

sentence. Although the most important procedures are stored as the verb's 

definition, almost all English words have definitions comprised of procedures. 

Information about syntactic class (noun, verb, etc.), expectations (e.g., the word 

"the" triggers an expectation for a noun or adjective to follow), and object-type 

(human, concrete-object, etc.) is included in each word's definition. 

The s tructure of a word's definition, within a computer program, may be 

presented as a collection of "packets" and "requests." A request is a small 

program, that when allowed to run by the master program, will determine if a 

particular si tuation exists. For instance, the request might check to see if the last 
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word input was an article (such as "the"). If the test for the request is true, then 

the request may assign a certain part of speech, say a noun, to the word under 

consideration. A packet is a group of requests, usually associated with a particular 

word, and serves as the definition for that word. Requests are roughly analogous 

to the different meanings that a word might have in a dictionary, except they also 

contain the rules, expressed as a program, for determining if its particular 

meaning is appropriate. A request may also have control of other requests; that 

is, it may prevent other requests from being considered, or it may delete itself 

when it determines that it is no longer appropriate. 

The primary duty of a request is to fill the slots for the main verb. If the 

request cannot fill a slot with the available information, it can be set aside until 

that information is available. 

(e) "Jack went to the market." 

In sentence (e), the program would first examine "Jack." The requests for "Jack" 

would establish that a human is being referred to, and label the word a noun. 

Next, the program finds the main verb of the sentence, "went," and begins to 

execute any requests found in that word's definition packet. Those requests could 

describe that a transfer of location is the action, and that an object is needed for 

the object of the action. Additionally, the request would search for a location or 

place for Jack to go toward. Since "the market" has not been examined yet, the 

request has to wait to get that information. Next, the parser examines "the," and 

its own request simply labels it as an article. "Market" is finally examined by the 

parser, and its request labels it a noun. At this point, the request for "went," 

which has been waiting for a noun, goes into action and fills the location-slot with 
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"market." Thus, the CD is: 

(PTRANS (ACTOR (JACK)) 

(OBJECT (JACK)) 

(TO (MARKED) ) 

The particular program used here is an expanded version of one published by 

Riesbeck (1981) called McELI (Micro English Language Interpreter). McELI is a 

simple parser that is useful when one has need for a conceptual decomposition 

unit, but when the decomposition is not the object of the work. McELI deals only 

with very simple sentence structures. 

Although McELI meets many of the basic requirements for a CD parser, there 

are some short comings due to its simplicity. A serious deficiency is that it does 

not allow ambiguous definitions, that is, a word can only have one meaning. More 

subtle shortcomings arise when ambiguity is allowed, such as the code necessary 

for resolving that ambiguity and dealing with the much more complex requests 

that are required. Riesbeck (1981) makes a few suggestions about how to allow 

ambiguous definitions, which have been implemented here with some extensions. 

Essentially, the flavor of McELI remains, but the code is more complex. 

It was decided to concentrate on ambiguity of nouns, since this is the situation 

that is most frequently found in verbal and written humor. Ambiguity of verbs 

could be handled in a similar manner, but would require a more complicated 

control process. The modified version of McELI used here is both more complex 

and powerful than McELI, although it has probably lost the elegant simplicity of 

McELI. 
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McELI 

Riesbeck (1981) describes McELI in detail. McELI is described here only as 

much as is required to illustrate the extensions made to it in order to better 

handle ambiguity and input from the separate non-inferential unit. 

McELI uses stack-oriented control over requests. An English sentence is read 

from left to right, and each word's packet is placed on top of a stack for 

evaluation. Evaluation of a request may mean that a LISP procedure is 

immediately executed from a request contained in the packet, delayed for 

execution, or partially executed immediately with part of the request to be 

examined later. After a request is executed, it is popped off of the stack and 

dispensed with. If its execution is delayed, then the next word's request is placed 

on the stack (on top of the old request), and examined the same way. Only if the 

new request is executed (thus removed from the stack) can the old request under it 

be re-examined. Thus, McELI places restrictions on the execution order of 

requests. 

For many situations the stack is an appropriate way to control which request 

will be executed, but it frequently does not allow enough flexibility. An example 

will help clarify this problem. 

(f) "Jack sold the car for $200." 

(g) "Jack sold the car for Jane." 

The unfilled CD for the verb "sold" may be: 

(ATRANS (Actor (unknown)) 

(Object (unknown)) 

(From (unknown)) 
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(To (unknown))) 

(Amount (unknown)) 

The first request in "sold's" packet finds "Jack" (a human capable of selling), and 

puts "Jack" in the slot for "actor." Other requests are put on the stack to look for 

slot fillers for the "from" and "to" slots. Since a request is needed to fill the 

"amount" slot, it is desirable to put a request from "sold" on the stack and have it 

execute whenever i t notices the word "for." The word "for" could have its own 

definition and request which does not look for a money-amount, but looks instead 

for a person's name. Because of the order of evaluation with a stack-controlled 

evaluator, the program would fail in the at tempt to evaluate the requests 

associated with "for" (it would not find a person's name after the verb), and would 

never work down the stack to the request from "sold" (which is looking for "for" 

followed by a money-amount) . Therefore, either the control s tructure must 

change, or the definition of "for" must be sensitive to every possible way it might 

be used, i.e., sensitive to every possible context. 

The larger version of McELI (ELI) does not use a stack at all, but rather uses a 

request- l is t (R-LIST). The use of a list in place of a stack means that the requests 

have to keep track of when they will be executed by having the proper code that 

allows them to notice when they are appropriate. A R-LIST is much more 

complex, but allows random order execution. In an at tempt to retain some of the 

simplicity of McELI, yet reap some of the benefit of ELI, an additional s t ructure 

was added to the McELI base. The added structure (a R-LIST) allows continuous 

execution of requests , but does not require that they be very smart about when 

they are appropriate. That is, every time a word is read into the program, the top 
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request in the stack is examined (as with McELI), but that process is then followed 

by examining all requests on the R-LIST. If a request on that list has a t rue test , 

then it executes immediately. A request on the R-LIST has all of the power of a 

stack-based request , meaning that it can add or remove other requests on the 

R-LIST or on the stack. In the case of the example (f), the verb "sold" may place 

a request on the R-LIST that looks for the word "for." When it sees a money 

amount then i t could trigger and remove the normal request associated with "for" 

that is on the stack at tha t t ime. If an amount does not follow "for," as in 

example (g), then the request can merely delete itself, allowing the normal request 

associated with "for" to execute. This added capability allows more flexibility in 

request execution, similar to ELI, without the complexity of the ELI R-LIST 

method. 

The control s t ructure of McELI was further modified to allow a more complex 

type of request. McELI uses requests of the form: 

((TEST something) (ASSIGN something) 

(NEXT-PACKET request)) 

The TEST statement determines if a particular set of conditions are true. If the 

TEST statement is t rue , then the ASSIGN statement is executed. The ASSIGN 

statement may actually be a full-scale LISP procedure, so it is very powerful, and 

it is also the s ta tement used to put requests on the R-LIST for continuous 

examination. The NEXT-PACKET statement is optional, and is used to put another 

request(s) on the stack for later execution (after the next word has been 

examined). To allow ambiguity in word definitions, there may be several TEST, 

ASSIGN, NEXT-PACKET groups in each packet. Each request with a true TEST 
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must be considered further, and the request associated with the intended meaning 

somehow discerned. In some cases, however, it is desired to have some requests 

be exclusive of other requests; that is, if one request is selected, then certain 

others should not be selected. To provide for these situations, code to support an 

ELSE statement was written. Requests can now take the form: 

( (TEST something) (ASSIGN something) 

(NEXT-PACKET request) (ELSE request) ) 

The first test examined and found true in each request has its ASSIGN and 

NEXT-PACKET statements executed, and evaluation of ELSE statements is not 

continued, allowing the property of exclusiveness as well as ambiguity, when 

required. Each request within an ELSE clause can also contain ELSE clauses, 

allowing maximum flexibility. 

The sample data-base supplied, presented with the code in Appendix B, uses 

both the R-LIST concept and ELSE statements in the request for "PAID," 

providing enough power for defining most definitions for both nouns and verbs, 

and especially for those situations when a noun has more than one meaning. 

Another addition to McELI allows expectations to be saved on a special stack. 

h) "The bully hit with his bat Jane." 

In the above sentence, the word "hit" creates an expectation for a person, in the 

context of "bully." The prepositional phrase "with his bat" is interjected. Now, 

during the analysis of the prepositional phrase, "with," in the context of "hit," 

sets up an expectation for an instrument. A heuristic used in this case is called 

the "recency rule," which simply means that the last expectation triggered should 

be the first one satisfied. To handle that heuristic, a separate stack is maintained 
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for expectations. When "hit" is processed in the sentence above, an expectation is 

created for a person (to be the object) and is placed on the expectation-stack. 

Then, when "with" is processed, an expectation is created for an "instrument" and 

is pushed on the expectation-stack in front of "person." "Bat" meets the need for 

the expectation for an instrument, and that expectation is removed from the top 

of the expectation-stack, uncovering the expectation for "person," to serve as the 

object of the sentence. When "Jane" is processed, the "person" expectation is 

popped-off and that stack becomes empty. 

The expectation-stack (called "ZPREDICTEDCD" in the program) is a key 

element in ambiguity resolution, and can be altered as a result of associative 

processes as well as compositional processes. It is used whenever the context can 

help determine which meaning of a word is intended. In the example above, 

"with" in the context of "hit" was shown to predict an instrument for hitting. 

(i) "Jane danced with a squirrel." 

In the sentence above, "with" in the context of "dance" might be used to predict a 

person as a dancing partner (triggering a derogatory definition for "squirrel"). 

Ambiguity 

Two major types of ambiguity are handled by the program. The first type is 

compositional ambiguity and the second is associative ambiguity. The names I 

have given these two types of ambiguity are based on the method used to solve 

them. An example of associative ambiguity is: 

(j) "Jack got some money at the bank." 

The word "bank" is ambiguous, because it might mean "a financial institution" or 
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"a shore-line." The ambiguity may be resolved based upon non-inferential 

semantics (associative processes to be described later in this chapter), that causes 

the "financial institution" meaning to be selected. 

However, not all ambiguity can be resolved by such a process. Only 

compositional semantics can resolve the ambiguity in the next example (from 

Riesbeck, 1981). 

(k) "Jack paid the check with a check." 

The word "check" may mean a "bill" or may mean a "form of money." The 

problem is to find which meaning goes with which instance of the word "check." 

The primary clue is the word "with," which implies an instrument (form of money, 

in this case). The request associated with "paid" must look for an English version 

of the meaning for "money," and it finds it here. A request for "paid" must also 

expect a representation for "bill." If the word "check" is not immediately 

preceded by "with" then it is accepted as "bill" (as it would be in the example). 

Sentence (k) could not be understood without compositional processes. 

Non-inferential semantics would find that both meanings of "check" are very 

related to "paid," and would not be able to assign a meaning. A syntax analyzer 

would simply label both words as "nouns," not helping at all. Thus, it is important 

to consider not only the syntactic information ("with" is a preposition), or the 

associative information ("check" is closely related to "paid"), but also the 

corapositionally relevant semantic information ("with" can introduce an 

"instrument" for doing things). 
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Spreading Activation 

Charniak (1981a) discussed the general functioning of a "non-inferential 

semantics" (NIS) component. He suggested that NIS should access all meanings 

for a word at the same time, and simply note intersections between those meanings 

and the possible meanings for other words in the sentence. 

(1) "The astronomer married a star." 

He says that such a process could explain the difficulty in reading the above 

sentence. Specifically, he makes the case that NIS must access both meanings of 

"star," and note the relationship between "astronomer" and "star" before 

compositional semantics can submit that the object of "married" should be a 

human. So, it is NIS that is the source of confusion. 

To support an important aspect of NIS, Charniak (1983a) refers to work by 

Swinney (1979), which indicates that all meanings of a word are activated 

automatically and simultaneously. Actually, there is a bit of opposition to that 

assumption. Simpson (1984) recently reviewed the area of lexical access in terms 

of lexical ambiguity, and concluded that the existing data seem to indicate a 

hybrid model encompassing the three models discussed below. 

The "context-dependent model" asserts that the initial activation of a word is 

sensitive to context. Ambiguity does not have to be resolved at all, because only 

the meaning that fits with the current context is primed. 

The "ordered-access model" holds that the different meanings are ordered 

according to their frequency of access. Only if the most frequent meaning does 

not fit with the context is the next most frequent word accessed and tested within 

the context. 
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The "exhaustive-access model" is the one favored by Charniak (1983a), and 

asserts that all meanings of a word are accessed. Context is then used to 

determine which meaning is correct. 

Simpson's (1984) review of the data indicates that no one model explains all of 

the available data, although the exhaustive-access model is favored. He suggests 

that a hybrid model be developed. He also points out that more work is necessary 

to develop experimental designs that restrain important sources of variance during 

empirical investigations of lexical access. 

Since much work remains to be done in the area of lexical access, this thesis 

uses the most favored single model, that of exhaustive access. All meanings of a 

written English word will be assumed to be accessed simultaneously, and 

disambiguated by context-sensitive processes. In the program that accomplishes 

the access of those meanings, simultaneous access is only simulated, due to the 

serial nature of computers. 

Networks 

We now have a workable and relevant method for accessing meanings in lexical 

memory. The next issue is the structure of that memory; i.e., whether it should 

be described as some kind of network, and if so, to describe the type of network 

that it should be. A recent paper by Johnson-Laird, et al. (1984) critically 

reviewed network theories in general, and found that each type of network 

examined fell short of their goals. Johnson-Laird's paper states four goals for a 

psychological theory of meaning: 
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(1) The first goal is to specify the form of the mental representation of 

meaning, including how concepts are related to other concepts, and how concepts 

are related to their real-world referents. 

(2) The second goal is to explain the phenomena occurring between concepts, 

e.g., notions of similarity, opposites, and class-inclusion (e.g., a student is a 

human). It should also account for ambiguity, anomaly (uncommon uses for words 

and phrases), and the ability to find truth and falsity in meaning. 

(3) The third goal is to explain the phenomena occurring between internal 

concepts and real-world referents. 

(4) The fourth goal is that the form of semantic representations should be 

compatible with processes used to make verbal inferences. 

The present implementation of NIS uses a network primarily to describe the 

relationships between concepts. Also, the present program does not attempt to 

make inferences with the NIS unit, although its structure would allow it to be 

expanded to do so, since Lenhert (1978) created object primitives primarily for the 

purpose of doing inferencing. However, an attempt to overcome the criticisms of 

Johnson-Laird et al. (1984) is not made in this thesis, but rather it is assumed that 

other processes (both memory and inferential) are used to satisfy the demands of 

meaning representation in its complete form. In this thesis, the aims of NIS are to 

provide a model of spreading activation that is not used for generating inferences, 

yet will allow such an inference generating process to make use of object 

primitives (OPs) in the same way as Lenhert (1978) uses OPs to generate 

inferences. 
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NIS does not bear responsibility as a sole technique for the representation of 

knowledge. This is reasonable, since the object of this thesis is to describe basic 

cognitive processes in the light of verbal humor appreciation, and there is 

certainly more to "meaning," and its representation in memory, than language 

research alone is likely to reveal (Anderson and Bower, 1973, pg. 79). In addition, 

other semantic knowledge is contained in memory used by compositional semantics 

and inferential semantics (e.g., episodic knowledge) that is not represented as a 

network. 

In order to understand language or humor, one must be able to understand how 

concepts are related in the real-world. Most humor requires that the understander 

know how real-world concepts are related to one-another. Lenhert's description 

of OPs is a theory of how those relationships could be described, and how they can 

be used to generate inferences. The section below describes an implementation of 

OPs for a representation scheme of associative memory, but does not contain an 

inference component. 

NISP 

For this thesis, a non-inferential semantics processor (NISP) was written to 

embody some of the notions of Charniak's (1983a) non-inferential semantics. 

However, there are some basic differences between how this program works and his 

suggested program. To begin with, he suggests a network that is primarily "isa" 

link oriented, but with labeled nodes and links that are to help fill slots, 

mentioned earlier during the discussion of compositional semantics. So, labels in 

such a scheme are partially oriented toward filling slots, and might be named 
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"actor," "object," "location," etc. For instance, the concept of "Jack" might have a 

pointer labeled "isa" to the concept of "man," which could have a pointer labeled 

"isa" to the concept of "animate," which finally points to the concept of "action" 

with a pointer labeled "actor." Thus, the network has knowledge that a "man" can 

be an "actor" and could fill the "actor" slot in the verb's representation. 

Such a representat ion leads to at least two problems (noted by Charniak). The 

"isa" links will point to many other concepts in addition to the correct ones, 

creating problems about which intersections are of interest (this is known as the 

problem of false intersections). There is also the problem of how far the 

activation should spread. If one puts limits on the number of concepts that an 

accessed concept can spread toward, then important intersections might be 

missed. Both of these problems are even more serious when considering 

ambiguous words, since each sense will have its own node from which the 

spreading will extend outward. This situation implies that the set of false 

intersections is increased linearly with the number of senses for the word. In 

NISP, several deviations are made from typical models of associative and semantic 

memory. 

First, NISP does not make make direct suggestions about the case of a word 

(that is, which slot i t might fill). This work is done by compositional semantics, 

which has primary responsibility for filling slots. Second, a departure was needed 

from typical network labeling schemes in order to bet ter represent the 

relationships between real-world instances of a concept. That labeling scheme 

becomes the primary representation for knowledge contained within the memory 

s t ructure , although "isa" links are still used to denote class inclusion. Lenhert 
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(1978) provides the basic set of ideas for links as implemented in NISP with her 

notion of "object primitives" (OPs). An OP does for an object what a verb 

primitive does for a verb. Remember that a verb primitive (like ATRANS or 

PTRANS) attempts to represent a large number of verbs with a small number of 

primitives. OPs do the same thing for objects. A major difference is that an 

object will normally have multiple primitives representing it to better define the 

concept. Note that the primitives do a better job of expressing real-world 

relationships than do strict "isa" networks. Lenhert suggests the following seven 

OPs: 

1) SETTING - either a place where things can 

happen, or an object that is used 

for something specific. 

2) GESTALT - a group of components usually recog

nized as a whole, such as the GESTALT 

of "car" that is composed of a body, 

wheels, windows, etc. 

3) SOURCE - an object that can produce other ob

jects, e.g., a cow is a source of 

milk. 

4) CONSUMER - an object that can consume other ob

jects. A drain is a consumer, as is 

a trash-can. 

5) SEPARATOR - an object that serves as a separator 

between two objects or events. A dog-
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leash separates the dog from his 

environment and a window may serve as 

a separator of a room and the outside 

air (when closed). 

6) CONNECTOR - an object that can connect two 

objects. A window (open) connects 

a room and the outside air, noise, 

and burglars. 

7) RELATIONAL - a very general (almost catch-all) OP 

that describes various other relation

ships between OPs. "Isa" could fit 

here, as could "part-of" (an element 

of a GESTALT). "Contained-by" could be 

a RELATIONAL OP. This single OP con

tains the power of most networks. 

To help clarify how OPs are used to give associative meaning to a word, 

consider the word "bank." There are at least two senses for the word "bank," both 

represented below. 

( (SOURCE (MONEY)) (CONSUMER (MONEY)) 

(SETTING (HIGH-FINANCE)) (CONNECTOR (LOANS)) 

(GESTALT (BIG-BUILDING) (PEOPLE) (MONEY) (COUNTERS))) 

or; 

( (SETTING (OUTSIDE)) (SEPARATOR (LOW-AREA)) 

(CONNECTOR (GOOD-VIEW)) ) 
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Observe that each sense of "bank" has several links to other concepts. It is also 

possible to use the same OP more than once for each concept (except GESTALT). 

For example, a "cow" can be both a SOURCE of milk and a SOURCE of beef. 

As mentioned, the RELATIONAL OP contains the power of a semantic network 

(Collins and Loftus, 1975). For example, the following representation 

demonstrates how "poodle" might appear in a simulation of a semantic network. 

"Poodle" could appear: 

( (RELATIONAL (ISA (DOG))) ) 

"Dog" could appear: 

( (RELATIONAL (ISA (ANIMAL))) ) 

"Animal" could appear: 

( (RELATIONAL (ACTOR (ACTION))) ) 

The above example illustrates how the RELATIONAL OP might be used to gain 

the power of a typical semantic network, and aid in filling slots around the 

sentence verb. It is the other OPs that are more important , since they more 

adequately allow relationships to be expressed among concepts in the real-world. 

Lenhert (1978) was interested in devising such a scheme because she needed an 

inference mechanism that would be helpful in making inferences about real-world 

events, not simply parsing a sentence into a syntactic or fundamental semantic 

form. Primarily, she needed a network that could interface with episodic 

knowledge. To the extent that we agree that episodic knowledge is a 

representat ion of our knowledge of experience in the real-world, then perhaps 

Lenhert 's ideas are relevant to the needs of Johnson-Laird for a representation of 

Mie relationships between the real-world objects that internal concepts represent. 
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Using Lenhert's OPs in an associative network also provides an interface between 

semantic memory and episodic memory. 

To take advantage of OPs, I have written a program in LISP named NISP. The 

important features of this program are that it accesses all meanings of a word, it 

uses the process of spreading activation to provide associations with related 

concepts, and it spreads along links that help relate concepts as they relate in the 

real-world. One advantage of such a network is that spreading should not have to 

extend very far to reach concepts that are related in real-world fashion, since 

spreading proceeds primarily along that dimension (as opposed to the dimension of 

strictly internal relations, such as "isa" links or grammatical links). Therefore, it 

should be possible to limit the spread by some sort of dampening procedure, and 

prevent a barrage of meaningless intersections throughout the network. 

Another advantage, pointed out by Lenhert but not capitalized on by NISP, is 

that some links could be dynamic. Dynamic links might only exist in certain 

contexts. For example, if the context is "a restaurant," then the concept "milk" 

might travel a link to "glass." However, if the context is "farm," then the 

"restaurant" link might not be active. Instead, another dynamic link could become 

active that would travel to the concept of "cow." Both links could be labeled with 

the OP SOURCE, but the links could not be transversed unless the proper context 

existed. Perhaps such an arrangement approaches what Simpson (1984) meant by 

creating a hybrid model of lexical access, which could be affected by context in 

certain situations. 

In Charniak's sample sentence, "The astronomer married a star," the temporary 

confusion can be described in terms of the reciprocal of the GESTALT OP, that is. 
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the PART-OF link. PART-OF is a RELATIONAL OP. 

For "star," as in "celestial body": 

( (RELATIONAL (PART-OF (CELESTIAL-BODY))) ) 

For CELESTIAL-BODY: 

( (RELATIONAL (PART-OF (ASTRONOMY))) ) 

For "astronomer": 

( (RELATIONAL (PART-OF (ASTRONOMY))) ) 

So, "star" and "astronomer" have an intersection at the concept of ASTRONOMY. 

If one wanted to know the roles of a star or an astronomer (say, that an 

astronomer observes stars in the setting of an observatory), then it would be 

necessary to examine episodic knowledge, e.g., a script (Schank, 1981) associated 

with either of the terms (or with astronomy). The details of scripts are not critical 

for finding the source of confusion, since it would be compositional semantics that 

finds the "celestial-body" meaning of "star" unacceptable, since a person needs to 

be the object of "married." Information is available to compositional semantics 

that a "movie-star" is a person, and is therefore the preferred reading of the 

sentence. 

Now, by spinning a bit of a yarn out of Charniak's example we can get some 

more insight as to the functional usefulness of spreading with object primitives. 

"The astronomer married a star and was kept 

quite warm." 

Another double-meaning pops-up. This is because celestial-type stars, as well as 

people, are noted for being a SOURCE of heat (of course, it would take an 

inferential process to note how close one has to get to another person to realize 
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their body-heat, and probably a script to gain any other additional meanings). The 

second part of the sentence again creates an intersection with "star" 

(celestial-type), this time with the concept of heat. By now the understander 

might be expected to catch on to the speaker's (writer's) technique, and be 

prepared for other play-on-words. An easy way to do that might be to store the 

concept (celestial-star) that was twice intersected in the sentence in a special 

location. We could call that location the GIST, although in this case it is really a 

read-between-the-lines type of GIST, and not the logical gist of the sentence 

(which is determined by compositional semantics). 

"The astronomer married a star." 

"The astronomer was kept quite warm." 

"The astronomer was dazzled by her brilliance." 

... and so on. 

The reader might be curious about what happened to another intersection. 

That of "star" (human) and "astronomer," since they should both have ISA 

pointers to the concept of "human." If this is the case, then why was that meaning 

just as readily obvious as the "star" (celestial) meaning? The answer could be that 

such ISA links either do not exist, or that they are given very low priority 

compared to other OP links. Since such links often prove of value to an 

understander, NISP both allows and uses ISA links. However, a concept of 

distance prevents excessive spreading along them. 

Distance 

NISP requires that each OP that points to another concept include a relative 

measure of distance to that concept. This is the primary method of controlling 
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spreading in NISP. Typically, distances from zero to 100 are used, with zero being 

a nonmeasurably close association, and 100 being the most distant that a concept 

can be and still be considered related. Some sample distances are given in Figure 

3 on the following page. 

From Figure 3, it should be noted that the distances are quite subjective as 

given. Individual differences could certainly play a key role in defining what the 

distances should be for a understander, but perhaps empirical work (e.g., 

multidimensional scaling) could help set up a knowledge base containing such 

information with a more realistic set of distances. 

Once spreading starts along a path, it is only permitted to go a certain distance 

before that path is terminated. In NISP, the maximum distance is usually set to 

80, so only concepts within that distance of the origin will be activated during the 

spread. (Note that NISP could be allowed to over-ride the maximum distance for a 

spread by other processes. Lenhert's inference procedures would not work with a 

distance parameter, but her searches are well-controlled by the inference process 

itself, thus could force spreading to occur along certain paths without concern for 

the distance parameter. The result would be one knowledge base that is 

instrumental in both spreading activation and in making inferences, meeting 

another of Johnson-Laird's requirements for a knowledge representation system). 

Currently, I have only included ISA relationships in the NISP data-base that 

are terribly obvious. For instance, ask anyone to describe a "silkworm," and they 

are likely to inform you that it is "a worm that makes silk." There seems to be an 

obvious ISA between "silkworm" and "worm" (and a SOURCE link between 

"silkworm" and "silk"). Similarly, there may be a rather obvious ISA link between 
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FROM OP TO DISTANCE 

lamp 
bottle 
printer 
person 
leash 
AA 
money 
onions 

source 
source 
consumer 
consumer 
separator 
separator 
connector 
connector 

light 
liquid 
paper 
beer 
environment 
alcohol 
objects 
bad-breath 

10 
10 
70 
20 
10 
40 
25 
10 

Figure 3: Sample concept distances 
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"chicken" and "farm-animal," but it seems unlikely that such a link exists between 

"chicken" and "bird." I t seems more likely that such a link, one that is Jiot used 

reliably in the real-world, would have to be inferred or, perhaps, recalled from 

episodic memory. At the very least, the observation of such a link might require a 

shift in context tha t would dynamically allow access to certain links with 

specialized application (Lenhert, 1978). Of course, NISP could allow such obscure 

links to be defined; if they are, the links' distances should be kept near the 

maximum parameter (or beyond, so that they can only be examined by 

non-automatic processes that force the search beyond normal limits and along 

particular l ink-types) . 

NISP In LISP 

The code for NISP is presented in Appendix B. To help interested readers 

understand how it works, some explanation of the program is provided in the text 

of the thesis (mostly theory, see above), and in the comments in the listing itself. 

The code is wri t ten in a standard dialect of LISP, and a sample data base is also 

included. 



CHAPTER VII 

RESULTS 

Ten examples are given of program execution. The examples are shown as they 

were captured from the screen during execution, to aid anyone wishing to replicate 

(and debug) the code. 

The example sentence types are: 

(1) Non-ambiguous 

(2) Ambiguous, solved by word-frequency 

(3) Ambiguous, solved by context association 

(4) Ambiguous, solved by compositional semantics 

(5) Ambiguous, "garden path" sentence, 

solved by compositional semantics 

(6) Sentence 5 with ambiguity removed 

(7) Ambiguous, not possible to resolve, 

judged as having humor potential 

(8) Sentence 7 with ambiguity (and humor) removed 

(9) Ambiguous, not possible to resolve, 

judged as having humor potential 

(10) Sentence 9 with ambiguity (and humor) removed 

The unique and interesting aspects of each example are discussed preceding 

that example. 

In the example listings, the only items typed into the system by the user are 

shown preceded by an asterisk (one user-input per example). The user enters a 

sentence, then observes as the details of the process are displayed. There are 

several details that one can observe on the listings with only a little study. 

66 
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The indicator "~> Processing," followed by a word from the input sentence, is 

shown when the system begins processing that particular word. The first word 

shown for each sentence is always "ZSTART." ZSTART is Ucked onto the 

beginning of each input sentence before analysis of the sentence begins (ZSTART 

has a program-specific definition that serves to reset several variables within the 

system). 

Parts of speech are predicted to occur in the standard order: noun, verb, then 

noun. Another type of prediction is shown as "Predicted CD ==>." "Predicted CD" 

is a prediction based on a current or earlier processed word concerning the 

expected sense of a word to follow. For instance, "Jack danced with....," creates 

an expectation that a reference to a person is to follow. If "squirrel" follows 

"with," then the system would probably pick the derogatory definition of 

"squirrel," which is referring to a person (even though it is an infrequent use of 

the word "squirrel"). 

The important variables are shown during program execution and in the 

examples. Some variables are not changed often: ZPREDICTEDCD (the value of 

which is shown following the pointer, "Predicted CD ==>") is only adjusted when a 

prediction is made about what the next word should mean; ZSUBJECT is assigned 

the subject of the sentence; ZCONCEPT is the main idea or action of the sentence 

(assigned by the verb's definition); and, GETVAR!1-GETVAR!6 are slot fillers for 

ZCONCEPT, and will contain the name of the "actor" for the verb's ACTOR slot, 

the name of the "object" for the verb's OBJECT slot, etc. Note that names of 

concepts are usually preceded by an "X." This convention makes it easier for 

human readers to keep words apart from concepts (a single word may have more 
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than one representation, e.g., "bank" may be either XSHORE or 

XLENDINGINSTITUTION. 

"Adjusting" in an example listing means that a variable is having a new value 

assigned to it. The variables adjusted most often are: ZPARTOFSPEECH, the 

current word's part of speech; and, ZCDFORM, the current word's internal 

representation. In the examples, the program displays "Adjusting," followed by a 

pointer to the variable being considered. "As:" is then displayed, with a pointer to 

the value that is being assigned to the adjusted variable. 

The analysis (non-inferential semantics) of ambiguous sentences by NISP 

contributes the values "Sense tU" and "Sense 412" to the displayed results. These 

pointers show the results of the intersection searches. "Sense HI" shows the 

concept in the sentence which is most related to the current word, while "Sense 

412" holds the second best concept which is related to the current word. Note that 

if both "Sense 442" and "Sense 441" have values, then they are not much different 

from each other in terms of distance (strength of association). Rather, if they 

both have a value then the current word is viewed as very ambiguous in the 

context of that particular sentence, and is tagged as potentially humorous 

(displayed as ??HUMOR??). If "Sense 441" has a value, but "Sense 442" does not then 

"Sense 1" is the best sense of the word in the context of the sentence. An 

exception to this is when a prediction has been made based on the verb of the 

sentence (shown as "Predicted CD ===>"). If a prediction has been made, then the 

sentence is "tricky" to read (known as a "garden path" sentence, since the reader 

easily gets the wrong sense). Such a situation is shown flagged as ">Garden Path<" 

in the examples. 
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The values of "Sense 441" and "Sense 442" are found shown in the examples 

respectively as "Sense 441" and "Sense 442," followed by a numeric value that is less 

than the maximum distance allowed by the system for spreading to travel (which is 

set to 50 for these examples). If there are more than two concepts related that 

strongly in a sentence, then the weaker ones are not shown as output. 

Example 1 

"Jack went to the store." 

This simple sentence has no intersections or ambiguity. It is shown to 

illustrate the basic cycle of processing. Processing is very straightforward, with 

each word examined one at a time, and slots filled as appropriate. The ACTOR and 

OBJECT slots are filled with the ZSUBJECT (Jack took himself to the store), and 

the TO slot is filled with XSTORE (store). The "Best CD" indicates the internal 

representation of the input, and is, in fact, the only acceptable form for this 

example. 

* (DOSTORY '((JACK WENT TO THE STORE))) 

Working on: (JACK WENT TO THE STORE) 

—> Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: JACK 

Predicted CD ==>NIL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: -XXJACK) 
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Adjusting => ZSUBJECT 

As: =>(XJACK) 

~ > Processing: WENT 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>VERB 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR!5)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR!2)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR!3))) 

Adjusting => GETVAR'l 

As: =>(XJACK) 

Adjusting => ZCONCEPT 

As: =>(PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARJl)) 

(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR!5)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR!2)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR'3))) 

—> Processing: TO 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>PREP 

~ > Processing: THE 

THE Not in root dictionary 
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—> Processing: STORE 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XSTORE) 

Adjusting => GETVAR'2 

As: =>(XSTORE) 

Completed: (JACK WENT TO THE STORE) 

Best CD: 

(PTRANS (ACTOR (XJACK)) 

(OBJECT (XJACK)) 

(TO (XSTORE))) 

Example 2 

"Jack went to the bank." 

The word "bank" is ambiguous, because it might refer to either a shore-line or 

a financial inst i tut ion. The associative processes of NISP are not much help, 

however, since none of the other words in the sentence are related to either 

shore-line or financial insti tution. Since compositional semantics cannot predict 

the proper sense, the most frequently used meaning for the word is selected to 

represent "bank." 

* (DOSTORY '((JACK WENT TO THE BANK))) 

Working on: (JACK WENT TO THE BANK) 

—> Processing: ZSTART 
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—> Processing: JACK 

Predicted CD ==>NIL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XJACK) 

Adjusting => ZSUBJECT 

As: =>(XJACK) 

~ > Processing: WENT 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>VERB 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'5)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARIl)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR'2)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR'3))) 

Adjusting => GETVARIl 

As: rXXJACK) 

Adjusting => ZCONCEPT 

As: =>(PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'5)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR'2)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVARI3))) 
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—> Processing: TO 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>PREP 

—> Processing: THE 

THE Not in root dictionary 

~ > Processing: BANK 

Predicted CD ==>NIL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XLENDINGSTORE) 

Adjusting => GETVAR'2 

As: =>(XLENDINGSTORE) 

Completed: (JACK WENT TO THE BANK) 

Best CD: 

(PTRANS (ACTOR (XJACK)) 

(OBJECT (XJACK)) 

(TO (XLENDINGSTORE))) 

Example 3 

"Jack swam to the bank." 

This example is almost exactly like Example 2, except "went" is replaced by 

"swam." At this point, NISP can provide information to choose a meaning for 

"bank." Note that immediately after beginning to process "bank," the intersection 
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of "bank" with "body-of-water" is indicated by the program (a NISP procedure). 

The intersection is also described: "Swam" is at a distance of 15 

spread-dampening units from shore-line, and intersects through the concept 

" body-of-water." 

• (DOSTORY '((JACK SWAM TO THE BANK))) 

Working on: (JACK SWAM TO THE BANK) 

~ > Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: JACK 

Predicted CD ==>NIL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting -> ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XJACK) 

Adjusting => ZSUBJECT 

As: =>(XJACK) 

—> Processing: SWAM 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>VERB 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR'2)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR'3)) 

(PROXIMITY (ZVAR GETVAR'6))) 
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Adjusting => GETVAR'l 

As: =>(XJACK) 

Adjusting => ZCONCEPT 

As: =>(PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR!1)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR!2)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVARI3)) 

(PROXIMITY (ZVAR GETVAR'6))) 

—> Processing: TO 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>PREP 

~ > Processing: THE 

THE Not in root dictionary 

—> Processing: BANK 

Sense 442=>NIL 

NIL 

Sense 441=>(XSHORE) 

(XBODYOFWATER XBODYOFWATER 15) 

Predicted CD ==>NIL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XSHORE) 

Adjusting => GETVAR'2 
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As: =>(XSHORE) 

Completed: (JACK SWAM TO THE BANK) 

Best CD: 

(PTRANS (ACTOR (XJACK)) 

(OBJECT (XJACK)) 

(TO (XSHORE))) 

Example 4 

"Jack paid the check with a check." 

Not all types of ambiguity can be resolved by the above process of monitoring 

intersections in a network. Only compositional semantics can resolve the 

ambiguity in the next example (from Riesbeck, 1981). The word "check" may 

mean a "bill" or may mean a "form of money." The problem is to find which 

meaning goes with which instance of the word "check." The primary clue is the 

word "with," which implies an instrument (form of money, in this case). The 

expectation triggered with "paid" must be sensitive to an English version of a word 

with the meaning of "money." A request for "paid" must also expect a 

representation for "bill." If the word "check" is not immediately preceded by 

"with" then it is accepted as "bill" (as it would be in the example). 

Example 4 could not be understood without compositional processes. 

Non-inferential semantics would find that both meanings of "check" are very 

related to "paid," and would not be able to assign a meaning. A syntax analyzer 

would simply label both words as "nouns," not helping at all. Thus, it is important 

to consider not only the syntactic information ("with" is a preposition), or the 
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associative information ("check" is closely related to "paid"), but also the 

compositionally relevant semantic information ("with" can introduce an 

"instrument" for doing things). 

Two expectations are generated when "PAID" is processed. The first is that the 

next noun will be a form of expressing "cost." That is shown by the adjustment of 

ZPREDICTEDCD to the value of XCOSTFORM soon after processing "paid." 

Another prediction is also made that somewhere in the sentence the preposition 

"with" will be followed by a form of money. That prediction comes true in this 

example, and ZPREDICTED is assigned the value of XMONEYFORM as soon as 

"with" is processed. 

• (DOSTORY '((JANE PAID THE CHECK WITH A CHECK))) 

Working on: (JANE PAID THE CHECK WITH A CHECK) 

—> Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: JANE 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XJANE) 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZSUBJECT 

As: =>(XJANE) 

—> Processing: PAID 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>VERB 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 
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As: =>(ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'5)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR!4)) 

(AMOUNT (ZVAR GETVAR'2)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR'3)) 

(PROXIMITY (ZVAR GETVAR'6))) 

Adjusting => GETVAR'l 

As: =>(XJANE) 

Adjusting => ZPREDICTEDCD 

As: =>((XCOSTFORM)) 

Adjusting => ZCONCEPT 

As: =>(ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfS)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR'4)) 

(AMOUNT (ZVAR GETVARfZ)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVARf3)) 

(PROXIMITY (ZVAR GETVAR'6))) 

—> Processing: THE 

THE Not in root dictionary 

—> Processing: CHECK 

Predicted CD ==>((XCOSTFORM)) 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 
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As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XCOSTFORM) 

Adjusting => GETVARfZ 

As: =>(XCOSTFORM) 

—> Processing: WITH 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>PREP 

"From R-LIST:" 

Adjusting => ZPREDICTEDCD 

As: =>((XMONEYFORM)) 

—> Processing: A 

A Not in root dictionary 

—> Processing: CHECK 

Predicted CD ==>((XMONEYFORM)) 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XMONEYFORM) 

Adjusting -> GETVARf4 

As: =>(((TEST 

(TYPELINK ZWORD 

(QUOTE (TYPEOF (PERSON 95))))) 

(ASSIGN GETVARf5 ZCDFORM))) 
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Adjusting => GETVARf4 

As: =>(XMONEYFORM) 

Completed: (JANE PAID THE CHECK WITH A CHECK) 

Best CD: 

(ATRANS (ACTOR (XJANE)) 

(OBJECT (XMONEYFORM)) 

(AMOUNT (XCOSTFORM)) 

(FROM (XJANE))) 

Example 5 

"The astronomer married a star." 

Charniak (1981a) discussed the general functioning of a "non-inferential 

semantics" (NIS) component. He suggested that NIS should access all meanings 

for a word at the same time, and simply note intersections between those meanings 

and the possible meanings for other words in the sentence. He says that such a 

process could explain the difficulty in reading the next example, "The astronomer 

married a star." Specifically, he makes the case that NIS must access both 

meanings of "star," and note the relationship between "astronomer" and "star" 

before compositional semantics can submit that the object of "married" should be 

a human. So, it is NIS that is the source of confusion. NISP (this implementation 

of NIS) does in fact recommend the assignment of celestial-star to "star," 

following the observation of the close relationship of "star" with "astronomer." 

Immediately after making the assignment, however, another process which 

monitors compositional expectations (on the R-LIST), changes the meaning of 
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"star" to "actor," since one has to be human to get married. This is a special 

situation that the program can detect, and the sentence can be properly labeled as 

">Garden Path<." 

• (DOSTORY '((THE ASTRONOMER MARRIED A STAR))) 

Working on: (THE ASTRONOMER MARRIED A STAR) 

~ > Processing: ZSTART 

~ > Processing: THE 

THE Not in root dictionary 

—> Processing: ASTRONOMER 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: rXXASTRONOMER) 

Adjusting => ZSUBJECT 

As: =>(XASTRONOMER) 

—> Processing: MARRIED 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>VERB 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARf3)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfZ)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVARfl))) 

Adjusting => GETVARfl 
« 

As: rXXASTRONOMER) 
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Adjusting => ZCONCEPT 

As: =>(ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARf3)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR!2)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVARfl))) 

~ > Processing: A 

A Not in root dictionary 

—> Processing: STAR 

Sense 442=>NIL 

NIL 

Sense 441rXXCELESTIALGAS) 

(XASTRONOMER XCELESTIALGAS 20) 

Predicted CD ==>NIL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XCELESTIALGAS) 

"From R-LIST:" 

">Garden Path<" 

Adjusting => GETVARfZ 

As: r>(XACTOR) 

Completed: (THE ASTRONOMER MARRIED A STAR) 

Best CD: 

(ATRANS (OBJECT (XACTOR)) 

(TO (XASTRONOMER))) 
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Example 6 

"The astronomer married an actor." 

This example's meaning is essentially the same as example 5, except it is no 

longer a "garden path" sentence, since NISP does not detect any intersections for 

"star" and assign an incorrect sense. The expectation for "married" to require a 

human OBJECT is still expressed in the same way, but there was no incorrect 

assignment made previously. 

• (DOSTORY '((THE ASTRONOMER MARRIED AN ACTOR))) 

Working on: (THE ASTRONOMER MARRIED AN ACTOR) 

—> Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: THE 

THE Not in root dictionary 

~ > Processing: ASTRONOMER 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting => ZCDFORM 

As: rXXASTRONOMER) 

Adjusting => ZSUBJECT 

As: rXXASTRONOMER) 

—> Processing: MARRIED 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>VERB 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARf3)) 
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(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARf2)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVAR'l))) 

Adjusting => GETVARfl 

As: rXXASTRONOMER) 

Adjusting r> ZCONCEPT 

As: rXATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARf3)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfZ)) 

(TO (ZVAR GETVARfl))) 

—> Processing: AN 

AN Not in root dictionary 

—> Processing: ACTOR 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting -> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XACTOR) 

"From R-LIST:" 

Adjusting r> GETVARfZ 

As: rXXACTOR) 

Completed: (THE ASTRONOMER MARRIED AN ACTOR) 

Best CD: 

(ATRANS (OBJECT (XACTOR)) 

(TO (XASTRONOMER))) 
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Example 7 

"Two racing silkworms finished in a tie." 

This example illustrates processing of a pun. This type of pun is recognized by 

the pattern of intersections. "Silkworms" make "silk," which in turn is used to 

manufacture "ties." At the same time, however, "tie" also intersects with "racing," 

which would give a completely different meaning to the sentence. The situation is 

recognized by NISP, and it classifies the sentence as potentially humorous, 

immediately after beginning to process "tie." This type of pun is most interesting, 

since it is not clear how one achieves resolution, which is necessary for humor 

according to Suls (1972, 1983). 

• (DOSTORY '((TWO RACING SILKWORMS FINISHED IN A TIE))) 

Working on: (TWO RACING SILKWORMS FINISHED IN A TIE) 

—> Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: TWO 

Adjusting -> ZPREDICATES 

As: r>((NUMBER (2))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>ADJ 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XTWO) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

—> Processing: RACING 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: =>((NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING))) 
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Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>ADJ 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXRACING) 

Predicted CD =r>NIL 

—> Processing: SILKWORMS 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XSILKWORM) 

Adjusting r> ZSUBJECT 

As: rXXSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING))) 

~ > Processing: FINISHED 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>VERB 

Adjusting -> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(PROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR'l)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(SETTING (ZVAR GETVAR'2))) 

Adjusting r> GETVARfl 

As: rXXSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING))) 

Adjusting r> ZCONCEPT 

As: rXPROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(SETTING (ZVAR GETVARfZ))) 
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—> Processing: IN 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>PREP 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

—> Processing: A 

A Not in root dictionary 

~ > Processing: TIE 

"?Humor?" 

Sense 442rXXNECKTIE) 

(XSILKWORM XCLOTHING 45) 

Sense 441rXXRACETIE) 

(XRACING XRACEOUTCOME 19) 

Predicted CD =r>NIL 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: =>(XRACETIE) 

Adjusting r> GETVARf6 

As: r>(XRACETIE) 

Adjusting r> GETVARfZ 

As: rXXRACETIE) 

Completed: (TWO RACING SILKWORMS FINISHED IN A TIE) 

Best CD: 
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(PROPEL(ACTOR 

(XSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING)))) 

(OBJECT 

(XSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING)))) 

(SETTING (XRACETIE))) 

Example 8 

"Two racing silkworms finished in a draw." 

The ambiguity leading to the humorous classification of example 7 can be 

removed by substituting "draw" for "tie." NISP notes the intersection between 

"draw" and "racing," but uses that information to clarify the meaning of "draw" as 

a "race outcome." Higher level cognitive processes would be required to determine 

the usefulness of this statement, but the analysis is clear. 

• (DOSTORY '((TWO RACING SILKWORMS FINISHED IN A DRAW))) 

Working on: (TWO RACING SILKWORMS FINISHED IN A DRAW) 

—> Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: TWO 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: =>((NUMBER (2))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>ADJ 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXTWO) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 
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—> Processing: RACING 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: rX(NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>ADJ 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXRACING) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

—> Processing: SILKWORMS 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XSILKWORM) 

Adjusting r> ZSUBJECT 

As: rXXSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING))) 

—> Processing: FINISHED 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>VERB 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXPROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(SETTING (ZVAR GETVARfZ))) 

Adjusting r> GETVARfl 

As: rXXSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING))) 
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Adjusting r> ZCONCEPT 

As: rXPROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(SETTING (ZVAR GETVAR'2))) 

—> Processing: IN 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>PREP 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

—> Processing: A 

A Not in root dictionary 

—> Processing: DRAW 

Sense 442r>NIL 

NIL 

Sense 441=>(XRACETIE) 

(XRACING XRACEOUTCOME 19) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXRACETIE) 

Adjusting r> GETVARf6 

As: r>(XRACETIE) 

Adjusting r> GETVARfZ 

As: r>(XRACETIE) 
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Completed: (TWO RACING SILKWORMS FINISHED IN A DRAW) 

Best CD: 

(PROPEL (ACTOR 

(XSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING)))) 

(OBJECT 

(XSILKWORM (NUMBER (2)) (ACTIVITY (RACING)))) 

(SETTING (XRACETIE))) 

Example 9 

"My cross-eyed teacher couldn't control her pupils." 

This example is of the same form as example 7. One sense of "pupils" 

intersects with "cross-eyed," and the other sense of pupils intersects with 

"teacher." NISP notes the two intersections after processing "pupils," and labels 

the sentence as potentially humorous. 

• (DOSTORY '((MY CROSSEYED TEACHER COULDNT CONTROL HER PUPILS))) 

Working on: (MY CROSSEYED TEACHER COULDNT CONTROL HER PUPILS) 

—> Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: MY 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: =X(POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>MODF 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XMY) 
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Predicted CD r=:>NIL 

~ > Processing: CROSSEYED 

Adjusting => ZPREDICATES 

As: r>((POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>MODF 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXCROSSEYED) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

~ > Processing: TEACHER 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXTEACHER) 

Adjusting r> ZSUBJECT 

As: rXXTEACHER (POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED))) 

—> Processing: COULDNT 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>MODF 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: r>((ABILITY (ZERO))) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 
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—> Processing: CONTROL 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>VERB 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXPROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfZ)) 

(SKILL (ZVAR GETVARf3))) 

Adjusting r> GETVARfl 

As: r>(XTEACHER (POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED))) 

Adjusting r> GETVARf3 

As: =X(ABILITY (ZERO))) 

Adjusting r> ZCONCEPT 

As: r>(PROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfZ)) 

(SKILL (ZVAR GETVARf3))) 

—> Processing: HER 

Adjusting => ZPREDICATES 

As: =X(POSSESBY XTEACHER 

(POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED)))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>MODF 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 
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As: rXXHER) 

Predicted CD rr>NIL 

~ > Processing: PUPILS 

"?Humor?" 

Sense 4t2rXXSTUDENTS) 

(XTEACHER XLEARNINGINSTITUTE 11) 

Sense 441rXXEYEDOTS) 

(XCROSSEYED XEYEDOTS 10) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XEYEDOTS) 

Adjusting r> GETVARfZ 

As: r>(XEYEDOTS) 

Completed: (MY CROSSEYED TEACHER COULDNT CONTROL HER PUPILS) 

Best CD: 

(PROPEL 

(ACTOR 

(XTEACHER (POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED)))) 

(OBJECT (XEYEDOTS)) 

(SKILL ((ABILITY (ZERO))))) 
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Example 10 

"My crosseyed teacher couldn't control her students." 

One can remove the humor in the above example by either dropping 

"cross-eyed" from the sentence, or by substituting "students" with "pupils," as 

done in this example. Note that an intersection is not reported by NISP between 

"teacher" and "student" in this example, since the data-base only contains one 

sense for each (NISP only reports intersections when there is more than one sense 

for a word). 

* (DOSTORY '((MY CROSSEYED TEACHER COULDNT CONTROL HER STUDENTS))) 

Working on: (MY CROSSEYED TEACHER COULDNT CONTROL HER STUDENTS) 

~ > Processing: ZSTART 

—> Processing: MY 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: =X(POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>MODF 

Adjusting -> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XMY) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

~ > Processing: CROSSEYED 

Adjusting => ZPREDICATES 

As: rX(POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) (PROP (XCROSSEYED))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>MODF 
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Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXCROSSEYED) 

Predicted CD ==>NIL 

~ > Processing: TEACHER 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: =>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXTEACHER) 

Adjusting r> ZSUBJECT 

As: rXXTEACHER (POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED))) 

~ > Processing: COULDNT 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>MODF 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: rX(ABILITY (ZERO))) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

~ > Processing: CONTROL 

Adjusting => ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>VERB 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXPROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfZ)) 

(SKILL (ZVAR GETVARf3))) 



Adjusting r> GETVARfl 

As: rXXTEACHER (POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED))) 

Adjusting r> GETVAR'3 

As: rX(ABILITY (ZERO))) 

Adjusting r> ZCONCEPT 

As: r>(PROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARfl)) 

(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARfZ)) 

(SKILL (ZVAR GETVARf3))) 

—> Processing: HER 

Adjusting r> ZPREDICATES 

As: =X(POSSESBY XTEACHER 

(POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED)))) 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>MODF 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: rXXHER) 

Predicted CD r=>NIL 

—> Processing: STUDENTS 

Adjusting r> ZPARTOFSPEECH 

As: r>NOUN 

Adjusting r> ZCDFORM 

As: r>(XSTUDENTS) 
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Adjusting r> GETVARfZ 

As: r>(XSTUDENTS) 

Completed: (MY CROSSEYED TEACHER COULDNT CONTROL HER STUDENTS) 

Best CD: 

(PROPEL 

(ACTOR 

(XTEACHER (POSSESBY (XPERSONTYPING)) 

(PROP (XCROSSEYED)))) 

(OBJECT (XSTUDENTS)) 

(SKILL ((ABILITY (ZERO))))) 



CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis has presented a model of humor understanding that may be 

regarded as a step toward a computational model of humor. The pun, which was 

operationally defined as "a one sentence joke with only one person represented as 

a speaker," has been the representative form of humor. 

The proposed model of humor understanding is defined in detail in a computer 

program that can discriminate humorous sentences from various types of normal 

sentences, including sentences with ambiguous words. The program recognizes 

puns and resolves ambiguous words in non-humorous sentences within a general 

framework of natural language understanding (NLU). The program demonstrates a 

synthesis of NLU models by Charniak (1983a; 1983b), Lenhert (1978), and Schank 

and Riesbeck (1981). The computer program serves as both a description of the 

model and a plausibility test of the model. 

Summary 

The adequacy of the model proposed in this thesis for humor understanding 

can be judged in reference to the following five areas: 

(1) The model is compatible with and supports a comprehensive theory of 

natural language understanding proposed by Charniak (1983a; 1983b). 

(Z) The model is compatible with other memory and knowledge representation 

theories, e.g., conceptual dependency (Schank and Riesbeck, 1981) and inferential 

processes (especially Lenhert, 1978). 
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(3) The model describes how to recognize Maier's "figure-ground" shifts, 

situations that Maier (1932) described as being humorous. The program labels 

those situations as "potentially humorous." 

(4) The model provides the computational adequacy for the recognition and 

resolution of ambiguity, as appropriate at lower levels of processing, in addition 

to recognizing simple humorous constructions. 

(5) Several requirements for a theory of meaning representation, as proposed 

by Johnson-Laird (1984), seem to be met by the present model. 

In the five sections that follow, the model for understanding humor is 

summarized and described in relation to the above five areas. 

Charniak's Comprehensive Theory 

Many theories of "understanding" exist. Unfortunately, such theories are 

usually described in isolation from other helpful theories. Charniak (1983a; 

1983b) proposed that what is of key importance for the understanding of language 

is not the "micro-processes" of understanding (e.g., spreading activation, semantic 

processes, syntax parsers, etc.), but the way in which these different 

understanding processes must work together. Charniak's theory of understanding 

illustrates the organization of the "micro-processes" involved in understanding. 

Figure 4, shown on the next page, summarizes Charniak's theory and its major 

components, and depicts (with the text in parentheses) the specific models and 

techniques that I selected to implement each of Charniak's theoretical 

components. The specific models and techniques from Figure 4 are discussed in 

the following section, "Compatibility with other Knowledge Representations." 
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Morphology 

Non-inferential 
semantics 

(simple dictionary) 

(Lenhert's 
object 
primitives, 
plus the 
notion of 
distance 
between 
concepts) 

Syntax 

(Schank and 
Riesbeck's 
conceptual 
dependency 
model) 

Compositional 
semantics 

PARSING 

Inferential 
semantics 

PRAGMATICS 

(simple rules for 
arbitration between 
other components) 

Figure 4: The integration of models within Charniak's (1983b) framework 
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Charniak's theory served as the guiding principle for organizing language 

understanding processes used in this thesis, and as such his theory was partially 

implemented in the current model of humor understanding. The success of the 

current understander is primarily due to the overall organization of the 

micro-processes, and not simply the details of how each micro-process functions. 

The interaction between the processes as described by Charniak (1983a; 1983b) 

clearly has been supported by this thesis, insofar as they were implemented. One 

may be able to obtain results similar to the programs described in this thesis by 

subst i tut ing other techniques to implement each of Charniak's major theoretical 

components, but it is not clear how one might get similar results without having 

each of those components organized in a similar fashion. Indeed, it is not clear to 

this writer how implementation of any other single theory could have been 

successful in recognizing humorous sentences, or in understanding sentences with 

the level of ambiguity described in this thesis. 

Compatibility with other Knowledge Representations 

Figure 4 shows Charniak's organization of five primary components for 

understanding natural language, morphology, non-inferential semantics, syntax, 

compositional semantics, and inferential semantics. The program described in this 

thesis does not contain actual morphology or inferential semantics components. 

Morphology (handling word suffixes and prefixes), and inferential semantics 

(making a detailed and appropriate response once an input sentence is 

understood) , were beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, morphology was 

replaced by simple dictionary lookup procedures which could provide identical 
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definitions for the same word root having different suffixes or prefixes. 

Inferential semantics was replaced by simple rules used to make final 

determinations about the status of a sentence based on conditions existing within 

other components of the program. 

An important aspect of extending natural language understanding into the area 

of humor understanding was to avoid using specially designed "humor" 

components, unless such components were clearly needed. It was decided that the 

humor understander should be as compatible and as consistent with existing 

language understanding work as possible, thus avoiding spurious models and 

contrived theories to handle special cases. The major components from Charniak's 

theory shown in Figure 4 are syntax, compositional semantics and non-inferential 

semantics. These are the components that, upon receiving a word in a sentence, 

process the word to retrieve the proper conceptual representation of that word. 

Compositional Semantics and Syntax 

Conceptual dependency is used in the humor understanding program, and 

handles both compositional semantics and syntax. Conceptual dependency (CD), as 

defined by Schank and Riesbeck (1981), is a method of translating a spoken or 

written passage into a language-independent representation. Schank and Riesbeck 

(1981) relied on verb "primitives," which allows one word, the verb primitive, to 

represent many words. 

Programs that use CD try to find the main verb in the input sentence and fill 

associated information-slots appropriate for that verb. For example, "Susie 

danced with a squirrel," would be processed by first finding the verb "danced." 
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The primitive for "danced" might have several associated rules regarding who can 

be the subject and object of the activity. If the verb primitive requires that 

humans dance with other humans (not animals), the program would select the 

derogatory meaning of a human for the word "squirrel," instead of selecting the 

meaning for a small, tree-climbing animal. Composition rules, such as "humans 

must dance with other humans," and syntactic information, such as "an article 

should be followed by an adjective or a noun," are applied by the CD portion of 

the humor understanding program. Since a modified version of Schank and 

Riesbeck's (1981) McELI program was incorporated as part of the humor 

understander, the humor understanding model is consistent with the conceptual 

dependency model of knowledge representation. 

Object Primitives 

One of the most critical obstacles solved prior to implementing Charniak's 

theory was the requirement to find a successful technique for implementing 

non-inferential semantics. Briefly, the model of non-inferential semantics used in 

this thesis is one of a network of conceptual nodes, each joined by links to other 

conceptual nodes within the network. Each node corresponds to a representation 

of a real-life object, and the links correspond to descriptive information about 

how the object relates to other objects. Thus, concepts are primarily represented 

in a way that intrinsically relates them to other concepts, either in terms of form 

or function. The relationships themselves are based on work by Wendy Lenhert 

(1978) and in particular her notion of "object primitives." Object primitives are 

basically a "core" or reductionistic set of relationships that concepts may share. 
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The concepts are arranged in a network, linked together by the object primitive 

that defines the concepts' relationship. 

As a means of controlling propagation through the network during spreading 

activation, a strength of association, or semantic distance, was assigned to each 

object primitive joining two concepts. When a concept is activated in the network 

by the use of its English word in an input sentence, other concepts, those related 

by object primitives, will in turn be activated. The spread of activation among 

concepts will propagate across conceptual nodes in the network, via the object 

primitives, for as long as the strength of association is relatively strong. After the 

association with the original node becomes weak beyond a threshold, no further 

spreading will occur. If the activation paths of two concepts, representing 

different words in the input sentence, intersect, the intersection is taken as 

evidence that the intersecting concepts are the intended meanings which underlie 

the respective English words. Figure 5, on the next page, illustrates such an 

intersection from one of the example sentences, "The astronomer married a star." 

There are strong relationships along the object primitive "part-of" between 

"XCELESTIALGAS" and "XASTRONOMY," and between "XASTRONOMER" and 

"XASTRONOMY." It is this intersection of concepts, representing different words 

in the input sentence, which causes non-inferential semantics to conclude, with a 

high degree of certainty, that "XCELESTIALGAS" was the meaning of "star" 

intended by the speaker. 

Paradoxically, object primitives were used by Lenhert for their power in 

assisting an inferential process (especially question-answering programs), whereas 

in this thesis they are adapted for use in a non-inferential process. The 
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XASTRONOMER 

XASTRONOMY 

part-of 
(10) 

XCELESTIALGAS 
part-of 

(10) 

Figure 5: An intersection of two concepts 
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representation of object primitives is the same, however, which means that a 

future program could use the conceptual representations to do inferencing in a 

manner similar to Lenhert's (1978) programs. 

Figure-Chround Shifts 

Several writers have posited the additional element of "difficulty level" as 

important for humor. If a problem, such as understanding a joke, takes too long 

to solve, or is too easy and does not require much effort, then it will not be 

regarded as pleasurable. If purposeful pondering is required to understand the 

event, then the event loses much of its humorous qualities. For this reason, Maier 

(1932) proposed a Gestalt theory of humor. The meaning of the whole event 

changes instantly when the incongruity is solved. For instance, in the "Fish" joke, 

"schools" (groups) share a mutual relationship with "Fish" and might be considered 

the Grestalt "figure." Additionally, "schools" (learning institutions) share a mutual 

relationship with "brainfood" and might be considered the (restalt "ground." While 

experiencing the joke, "figure" and "ground" are reversed suddenly, and we 

experience pleasure. The reversal is similar to seeing "the other image" in a 

reversible illustration. If someone has to point out the features of the "other 

image" to the perceiver bit by bit, then its discovery may not be as pleasurable. 

In the pun, "The racing silkworms finished in a tie," the perceiver becomes 

aware of one meaning of tie, then becomes aware of the other meaning of tie. 

Each time the meaning of the word is viewed differently the meaning of the entire 

sentence changes. One sentence meaning might be considered "figure," while the 

other meaning is considered "ground." When this condition occurs in the program, 

a simple rule labels the status of the sentence as "potential humor." 
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Resolution of Ambiguity 

Two major types of ambiguity are handled by the program. The first type is 

compositional ambiguity and the second is associative ambiguity. The names I 

have given these two types of ambiguity are based on the method used to solve 

them. An example of associative ambiguity is, "Jack got some money at the 

bank." The word "bank" is ambiguous, because i t might mean "a financial 

inst i tut ion" or "a shore-l ine." The ambiguity may be resolved based upon 

non-inferential semantics. An intersection exists between the concepts for the 

words "money" and "bank," reflecting the fact that , in the real world, banks are a 

source of money. Thus, non-inferential semantics selects the "financial 

inst i tut ion" meaning for "bank." 

Not all ambiguity can be resolved by such a process. Only compositional 

semantics can resolve the ambiguity in the sentence (from Riesbeck, 1981), "Jack 

paid the check with a check." The word "check" may mean a "form of bill" or may 

mean a "form of money." The problem is to find which meaning goes with which 

instance of the word "check." The primary clue is the word "with," which may 

imply an instrument (form of money, in this case). When compositional semantics 

processes the word "with," it looks for an English version of "form of money," 

which is an inst rument for paying. If the word "check" is not immediately 

preceded by "with" then i t is accepted as "form of bill." Thus, it is compositional 

semantics tha t resolves the ambiguity for each instance of "check." 

Non-inferential semantics would find that both meanings of "check" strongly 

related to "paid," and would not be able to assign a meaning. A syntax analyzer 

would simply label both words as "nouns," not helping at all. Thus, it is important 
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to consider not only the syntactic information ("with" is a preposition), or the 

associative information ("check" is closely related to "paid"), but also the 

compositionally relevant semantic information ("with" can introduce an 

"instrument" for doing things). 

In some cases, non-inferential semantics finds a different meaning for a word 

than compositional semantics. As shown in Figure 5, the garden path sentence, 

"The astronomer married a star," causes non-inferential semantics to find an 

incorrect meaning for "star." Compositional semantics, however, finds the correct 

meaning, since the verb "married" requires a human as an object. Simple rules 

used by the program, in place of a more complete inferential semantics 

component, must select one meaning from the concepts presented. One of the 

rules currently implemented in the program always gives preference to concepts 

presented by compositional semantics. Since compositional semantics would find 

the concept "actor," the final result of the analysis would reflect the selection of 

the "actor" concept for the word "star." 

A total of four rules are used to arbitrate between non-inferential semantics 

and compositional semantics. These rules pertain to resolving ambiguity, so are 

summarized here. Since the program lacks a true "inferential semantics" 

component, these rules are scattered throughout the program. The four rules are: 

(1) If non-inferential semantics (NIS) and compositional semantics (CS) have 

no evidence to favor a particular meaning, then the meaning with the highest 

frequency of use is selected. 

(2) If only one meaning is proposed or is available for a word (whether that 

meaning is presented by both NIS and CS or by only one component), then that 

meaning is selected. 
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(3) If NIS and CS each have evidence for a different meaning for the same 

word, then the meaning favored by CS is selected and the sentence is labelled a 

garden path sentence. 

(4) If CS lacks evidence to favor one meaning over another, and if NIS has 

found two different meanings that are both closely related to another concept(s) in 

the sentence, then the sentence is potentially humorous. A figure-ground shift 

exists between the two meanings selected by NIS. 

Representation of Meaning 

The model of humor understanding introduced in this thesis uses multiple 

knowledge representat ion types (a semantic network based on object primitives, 

s t rength of relationships between concepts, conceptual dependency, and syntactic 

rules). Due to these multiple representations, the model may satisfy several of 

Johnson-Laird 's (1984) requirements for a theory of meaning representation, 

although that was not a goal of this thesis. The model, using Lenhert 's (1978) 

"object primitives," connects real-life objects and concepts in a way that 

Johnson-Laird (1984) requires. That is, object primitives allow the conceptual 

knowledge of an object to be closely tied to a real-world object and defines 

phenomena occurring between internal concepts and real-world referents. For 

example, the object primitive "gestalt" can relate a group of concepts that 

compose another dist inct object. Connecting conceptual knowledge with 

real-world objects in the present thesis allowed an estimation of the 

appropriateness of a concept within a given context, and is an important factor for 

resolving ambiguity. 
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One of Johnson-Laird's (1984) requirements was for the provision of a 

knowledge representation that would allow the resolution of ambiguity. 

Resolution of ambiguity is, of course, one of the primary strengths of the model 

described in this thesis. 

Another of Johnson-Laird's requirements was to provide a relational 

representation for the notion of opposites. The representation of opposites was 

not considered in this thesis, although this writer must agree with Johnson-Laird 

about the importance of such a meaning representation. This thesis did account 

for notions of similarity by relationship distance; i.e., any two objects that are 

related have an object primitive relationship and a "distance" or strength of 

relationship describing the similarity between the two objects. The 

strength-of-relationship representation could be expanded to allow negative values 

for relationship distances, which might help account for the notion of opposites. 

For instance, the colors black and gray might have a mild positive relationship 

between them as might white and gray, while black and white could have a strong 

negative relationship indicating that they should be regarded as opposites. 

Charniak's (1983a; 1983b) model of language understanding stresses the 

importance of "inferential semantics," which was not implemented in the program 

described in this thesis. Certainly, a complete model of understanding would 

require integration of such processes into the programs and model, and is a 

requirement of Johnson-Laird (who referred to inferential semantics as 

"inferential processes") for any complete model of meaning representation. 

This thesis does not address the problem of anomaly processing (the use of 

words in new or unusual ways), or the determination of truth or falsity in 
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meaning. Unlike Johnson-Laird, however, this writer believes those are issues for 

inferential semantics, not issues of meaning representation. Perhaps future work 

with inferential semantics can shed more light on these important topics. Indeed, 

a complete understanding of humor processing, idiom processing, and metaphoric 

processing will require a sound theory of the processes which allow the 

understanding of anomalies to be possible. 

Discussion and Future Research 

An earlier goal for the program, that of absolutely differentiating humor from 

ordinary sentences and assigning funniness ratings to the humorous sentences, was 

not fully realized. The first steps toward that goal are described in this thesis, 

and it has been shown that the program can recognize potentially humorous 

sentences (those in which a "figure-ground" shift is present). Although the 

program can recognize a potentially humorous sentence, it lacks the procedures to 

determine a "funniness rating," or to ensure that the input is not nonsense. 

The program and model presented in this thesis, which deal strictly with puns, 

lack inferential processes (e.g., Charniak's inferential semantics) necessary to cope 

with humor based on deep-structure ambiguity (Shultz, 1972); such as, 

"What animal can jump as high as a house?" 

"All animals, houses can't jump." 

or, 

"Did you take a bath?" 

"Why? Is there one missing?" 

The recognition of deep-structure ambiguity would require very powerful 
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inferencing processes, that were capable of not only simple inferences (e.g., "John 

killed the dragon" implies that the dragon is now dead), but also the more 

complicated inferences of cause and effect (being capable of inferring that John 

killed the dragon for the reason of self-defense, romance, or adventure). 

Inferential semantics is also required to be able to infer simple intentions of the 

speaker, e.g., "Call me a cab" is confidently assumed to mean "summon a cab for 

me," and not, "vocalize the notion that I am a cab," Similarly, the understander 

must reason that the statement, "Do you have a watch?" should be answered with 

the current time, rather than "yes" or "no." In the case of the "missing bath" joke 

above, humor may be observed because such an inference is incorrectly made when 

the statement should be taken literally. Modeling such situations is not possible 

until the researcher has modeled an understander's ability to infer and make 

assumptions about a speaker's intentions. Future work should attempt to include 

inferential semantics in the model; however, such a complete implementation of 

Charniak's (1983a; 1983b) model of language understanding has not yet been 

programmed, and would not appear to be a simple task. 

The astute reader may have noted that in some cases Suls' (1972) molar model 

breaks down under detailed scrutiny. Suls states that the resolution of 

incongruity is required for humor, but humorous statements do not always contain 

incongruity. In such cases sentence ambiguity alone seems to be humorous. In 

the example, "I once knew a cross-eyed school teacher that couldn't control her 

pupils," there is no incongruity present at all (there is ambiguity, but the sentence 

makes sense either way "pupils" is understood and therefore contains no 

incongruity). We could straddle the fence a long time, trying to decide whether 
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the sentence intends "pupils" to refer to "eyes" or "students," since there is not 

enough information present in the sentence to decide. Winograd (1981) proposes a 

heuristic that might help at such points during a decision process, as well as in the 

general vein of making computers think more like people: 

In any act of interpretation or reasoning, a system (biological or 
computer) has a finite quantity of processing resources to expend. The 
nature of these resources will be affected by the details of the processor, 
its environment, and previous history. The outcome of the process is 
determined by the interaction between the structure of the task and the 
allocation of processing. The ability to deal with partial or imprecise 
information comes from the ability to do a finite amount of processing, 
then jump to a conclusion on the basis of what has happened so far. 

It does make sense to put some kind of limit on the amount of resources we 

are willing to expend for finding the meaning of a sentence. Inferential semantics 

would seem the most likely process to impose a resource limit on, since the other 

components are not adequate for making system-wide decisions. Whenever 

inferential semantics would be unable to settle on the meaning of a sentence, it 

should "give-up" and begin work on the next passage coming into the system. 

When it is about to run out of allocated resources (say time or number of 

inferences completed), then it must reach some kind of decision about the status 

of the sentence. The status of the sentence may be that it is reasonable and 

proper for further assimilation, that it is nonsense, or even that it is humorous. 

Similar to Winograd (1981), this writer would vote for selecting the status which is 

most likely for the sentence at the time that resources are exhausted. If the 

sentence does not otherwise make sense or if it is highly ambiguous, and if the 

understander's perception of or beliefs about the speaker's intentions support the 

conclusion, then the passage might be judged humorous. 
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If limited resources force the understander to make a decision about the 

sentence, what is it that could give one joke a higher funniness rating when 

compared to another? This may become the most difficult problem to solve in 

humor research. As a starting hypothesis, perhaps inferential semantics is given a 

certain amount of resources when it begins processing a passage. Every time 

inferential semantics succeeds in correctly understanding a passage it is given 

another allotment of resources for the next problem that it faces. Imagine that 

inferential semantics is about to run out of allocated resources and a decision must 

be made about the status or meaning of the sentence. For instance, the 

understander cannot find a relationship between "brain food" and "groups of fish" 

in the pun, "Fish make great brain food because they always swim in schools." At 

this time, it may be given another possible meaning for a word by non-inferential 

semantics to work out (like "learning institution" as a meaning for "school"). 

Using the new meaning, it succeeds in finding a relationship between the two 

clauses ("brain food" and "learning institution" indicate "two things that make 

people smarter"), and is given another allotment of resources for completing the 

work. However, the proposed causal connection between "brainfood" and "learning 

institution" is found to be unrealistic (by inferential semantics), and as a result 

the new allocation of resources is canceled due to lack of progress. Thus, resource 

allocation goes from being very low, back up to its peak amount, and finally, back 

to nearly zero again very suddenly. Combined with a decision that the sentence 

was a humorous event, based on the presence of sentence ambiguity, and perceived 

intentions of the speaker, then the pattern of the increases and decreases in 
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resource allocation might allow a funniness rating for the joke. Funniness ratings 

might be influenced by the rate or amount of change in resource allocation. 

What is needed from humor investigators is more empirical and theoretical 

work to guide a detailed classification scheme of humor (an expansion of Shultz's 

work) which would aid cognitive scientists in writing theories and programs for 

recognizing humor. Certainly, one of the most serious shortcomings of this thesis 

is that only puns are addressed. Although one would certainly expect some 

generality in regard to other humor types, it is not clear what those other types of 

humor actually are. Such a classification scheme might include descriptive data 

about the frequencies of different types of jokes and the linguistic tools (e.g., 

idioms) used to configure them. 

Researchers in the field of computational models will need theories of a broad 

scope to deal with humorous inputs. It is not enough to deal with solely syntactic, 

semantic, associative, and inferential processes. The units will need to be 

configured so as to work together as a system, much like that of Charniak's 

(1983a; 1983b) model described in this thesis. Work to further describe the 

detailed interaction of those components would be of the greatest benefit. The 

influence of the inferential processes on lower-level processes such as associative 

memory, syntactic analysis, and compositional semantics, needs further 

elucidation in order to cope with complex humorous inputs. 

Finally, the appreciation of humor would require some type of arousal or 

resource allocation process to allow the rating of the joke along a humor scale. As 

mentioned early in this thesis, it seems that arousal is involved in the rating of a 
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joke's funniness, but it is not apparent how such a process might be implemented 

m LISP. Even the resource allocation model (Winograd, 1973) of arousal described 

earlier in this thesis has not been successfully simulated in such a rich 

computational environment. 

The model of humor provided by Suls (1972) was found to be a helpful model 

to pursue in the development of the program described in this thesis. However, 

Suls' model does not explain all types of humor, and there are problems with the 

model. First, and most serious, Suls' model does not explain humorous inputs 

that have no incongruity, e.g., the joke about the "cross-eyed school teacher that 

couldn't control her pupils." This, and many other jokes, seem to use only 

ambiguity as the cornerstone of their humor, perhaps strongly guided by an 

analysis of the intentions of the speaker. Second, Suls' model would have the 

analysis end at the conclusion of the resolution process; however, that process 

does not succeed in resolution, or if it does, then it is soon after judged to be a 

false resolution by a yet unspecified process. Therefore, the model is incomplete, 

or perhaps more accurately, not up to explaining such detailed levels of 

processing, which require very detailed operational definitions for terms like 

"resolution." 

This thesis has illustrated the close relationship of humor understanding and 

natural language understanding processes. For those investigators involved in 

computational models of language understanding, it has been shown how humorous 

and ambiguous inputs might be processed during the early stages of understanding 

a sentence. For those investigators involved in understanding humor, it has been 

shown that the possibility exists for a computational model of humor, but that 
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much work remains to be done in classifying humor types and in defining how 

different funniness ratings can be assigned to humorous events. 
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY 

Ambiguity - A situation, event, sentence, phrase, or word that has more than one 
meaning. In NISP, ambiguous words are represented by a single English word (the 
stimulus representation) with pointers to multiple concept nodes (the internal 
representation). When word ambiguity cannot be resolved sentence ambiguity may 
result. 

Assimilation - See "fantasy assimilation" and "reality assimilation." 

Compositional Semantics (CS; Charniak, 1983b) - A group of processes that apply 
rules of meaning to understand a passage, and can resolve certain types of word 
ambiguity based on expectations. An example of such a rule would be, "only 
humans can be married." Reading, "John married...," would create an expectation 
for a reference to a human following the word "married." If the word "squirrel" 
followed "married," then we would select the derogatory (but human) meaning for 
squirrel. In the program that I have written, the rules of CS are given higher 
priority during the understanding process than the relationships of NISP, since it 
would not be necessary to develop specific rules for CS if NIS relationships were 
sufficient to always resolve ambiguity. That is, a CS rule may only need to be 
generated in the first place if NIS relationships can be misleading. The fact that a 
rule exists in CS is viewed, in this approach, to mean that a particular NIS 
relationship has been insufficient in the past to guide the understander in the 
specific situation being understood. 

Conceptual Dependency (CD; Schank and Riesbeck, 1981) - A method of translating 
a spoken or written passage (in any language) into a language-independent 
representation for internal manipulation (Schank, 1983). 

Deep-Structure Ambiguity (Shultz, 1973, 1974) - A sentence structure can lead an 
understander to make an incorrect inference, and leads one to build an incorrect 
conceptual representation which "misses the point." An example riddle is, "Can a 
horse jump higher than a house? Certainly, houses can't jump." 

Distance - In NISP, distance is the measure of the relative degree of association 
between concepts. 

ELI (Schank and Riesbeck, 1981) - An acronym for "English Language Interpreter/' 
a set of rules that guides the translation of English sentences into CD structures. 

False Intersections - As spreading activation progresses, each concept activated 
will, in turn, activate many more concepts. The number of related concepts that 
enter into the understanding process increases at an explosive rate that makes it 
difficult or impossible to consider them all, or to determine which of the many 
intersection points among the concepts are significant. The worst case occurs in a 
network of "isa" links, where, for instance, every concept having to do with 
"people," "insects," and "trees," will intersect at the node labeled "living-things." 
The number of false intersections is controlled in NISP because spreading only 
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occurs along relevant links, and because the notion of "distance" limits the depth 
of spreading activation. 

Fantasy Assimilation (McGhee, 1979) - In this paper, I take the view that incoming 
information must be weighed by any complete cognitive system to determine if it 
has merit. If not, then it does not become part of permanent knowledge 
structures (although, as information, it may be retained as a type of historical 
event). Fantasy assimilation is operationally defined in this paper as the process 
of recognizing when reality assimilation should not take place. 

Garden Path Sentence - A situation in which the understander progresses 
confidently through the parsing of a sentence, only to subsequently realize that an 
ambiguous word or phrase has been incorrectly labeled. Incorrect expectations 
result in the mislabeling. Two techniques for leading the understander astray are 
structural ambiguity (expectations about word type) and NIS processes 
(expectations about word sense). Respective examples are: "The old man the 
boats;" and, "The astronomer married a star." 

Gestalt Theory of Humor Appreciation - Maier (1932) proposed that humor was 
caused by a sudden reversal of "figure" and "ground" within an event. In a joke, 
we can view two alternative meanings as the figure and ground, much as we can see 
two disparate images in clever drawings and photography. NISP recognizes this 
situation in sentences (puns), and regards the sentence as potentially humorous. 

Humor - In this paper humor is viewed as a side-effect of normal cognitive work 
aimed at understanding language or events. 

Incongruity - A situation involving the non-agreement of two pieces of 
information or knowledge. Incongruity may be of a nature that can be resolved, in 
which case the non-agreement would go-away, or it may be of a nature that does 
not allow resolution. 

Incongruity-Resolution Theory of Humor Understanding - Suls (1972, see Figure 1 
on page 8) proposed that in order for an event to be perceived as "humorous," the 
perceiver must first observe incongruity. The event will only be judged 
"humorous," however, if it is possible to resolve that incongruity. 

Inferential Semantics - Processes that apply rules of meaning in order to become 
aware of something that was not made explicit in a passage. 

Information - Simply raw data, such as words, or sentences. Processes that 
"understand" must transfer information into knowledge by parsing, assimilating, 
and accommodating information into organized structures and rules. 

Intersection Point - The concept node at which two other concepts converge 
during spreading activation. See also "spreading activation" and "intersection 
search." 
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Intersection Search - The process by which relationships among concepts are 
observed during the spreading activation process. It is possible for two concepts 
to "spread" to a common third concept. The third, common concept is the 
intersection point. 

ISA - A common abbreviation for "is a," and typically used as a link in semantic 
networks for describing the relationship between two concepts. The fact, "a bear 
is an animal," might be represented in a semantic network by an ISA link between 
the two conceptual nodes of "bear" and "animal." 

Knowledge - Concepts and procedures that can be put to work to solve problems, 
understand information, or reorganize other knowledge. 

Knowledge Representation - The methods by which concepts, relationships among 
concepts, historical information, and procedures are stored in a cognitive system 
for later use. 

Lexical Ambiguity (Shultz, 1973, 1974) - The type of ambiguity handled by NISP. 
This type of ambiguity involves a word stimulus which evokes multiple meanings, 
e.g. "bank" may be either a financial establishment, or a ridge. This is one of the 
primary techniques of the punster for embedding multiple meanings in a passage 
(the other often used technique is phonological ambiguity). 

Links - In a semantic network, nodes that represent concepts may be related in 
some way. Those relationships are represented by the links between them. "Isa" 
is the most common link in a semantic network, but see "object primitives" for a 
description of the links used in NISP. 

McELI (Schank and Riesbeck, 1981) - An acronym for "Micro-ELI," a small, much 
less flexible version of ELI. 

Mirth - A playful mood or emotional state of gaiety (McGhee, 1979), often 
confused with humor. 

Non-Inferential Semantics (NIS) - Any method of representing conceptual 
knowledge or relationships that does not involve generating inferences. 

Non-Inferential Semantic Processor (NISP) - A LISP program and model for NIS 
that I have written, and that is based on Lenhert's (1978) work with inference 
generation. 

Object Primitives (OPs) - Proposed by Lenhert (1978) as a method of specifying 
relationships. For example, the concept "faucet" may have a pointer to the 
concept "water" via a "source" link, e.g., (SOURCE (WATER))," which specifies that 
a faucet is a source of water. Some other OPs are: "consumer," "gestalt," 
"connector," "separator," "setting," and "relational." NISP uses OPs as a way of 
naming links between concept nodes in a network, similar to the fashion that 
Lenhert (1979) used them in her studies of inference generation; however, NISP 
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adds a notion of "distance" as a degree of relationship and does not make 
inferences. 

Parsing - The process of transforming information into an intermediate knowledge 
representat ion (conceptual form) in order to accomplish further understanding 
activity. "Parsing" usually refers to the grammatical analysis of a sentence into its 
par ts (noun, verb, noun phrase, etc.), but more generally (and in this paper) 
indicates all aspects of sentence analysis involved in determining conceptual form. 

Phonological Ambiguity (Shultz, 1973, 1974) - This is similar to Lexical 
Ambiguity, in that the word stimulus evokes multiple senses for the word. For 
instance, the spoken words "has been" may be confused with "has bean." I t is 
closely related to lexical ambiguity, in that they both involve generating multiple 
meanings for a word stimulus. 

Pun - Operationally defined as a one sentence joke, with no representation of a 
dialogue, achieving its humorous status by embedding lexical or phonological 
ambiguity within the sentence. 

Reality Assimilation (McGhee, 1979) - Identical to Piaget's (1952) theory tha t 
when information is novel, it may be transformed into knowledge and stored for 
future use. If it is consistent with existing structures then it may be simply added 
to those s t ructures . To this idea, McGhee adds the notion of fantasy assimilation 
(see "fantasy assimilation"). 

Resolution - A problem-solving activity that removes incongruity from a situation 
or an event. 

Semantics - A set of rules and processes that are applied to external information 
and internal knowledge during the process of understanding. 

Semantic Network - A means of representing relationships between concepts. 
Conceptual knowledge is depicted as a graph consisting of nodes and links between 
the nodes. The most common link in most networks (e.g. Collins and Loftus, 
1975), is the "isa" link. A simple semantic network can represent the knowledge 
tha t a cat is a ("isa") mammal. 

Spreading Activation (Collins and Loftus, 1975) - This is the notion that 
relationships among concepts are observed in a manner similar to ripples in water 
when a rock is tossed into a pool. As the spreading extends, the relationships 
among concepts are triggered at an ever-increasing distance from the point of 
origin (the original concept triggered or activated). NISP places a limit on the 
distance that spreading can continue in order to control the number of false 
intersections. 

Structural Ambiguity (Shultz, 1973, 1974) - A situation that leads to the 
mislabelling of the grammatical s tructure of a sentence. For example, "The old 
man the boats," is a structurally ambiguous sentence. 
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Syntax - A set of rules concerning grammar which is applied during the process of 
understanding a sentence. Syntax allows functional relationships among the 
sentence's main characters and objects to be understood. 

Understanding - The process of turning information into knowledge. 



APPENDIX B: PROGRAM LISTINGS 

; PARSE/LSP 
; for lexically scoped lisps 

Gale A. Wilson. 198S 
; To REALLY understand this listing, it is reconunended 
; that one acquire a copy of Schank and Reisbeck's book, 
; which describes the workings of McELI step-by-step. 
; Most comments are to illustrate the additions to McELI. 

; This program must be compiled, if used with UO-LISP. 
; Some diddling will be necessary with FORMAT statements 
; and other common lisp stuff. 

; If used with common lisp, then specify lexical scoping 
; and use the native PUSH and POP routines. The program 
; may be compiled under common lisp (don't compile the 

; data base). 

» 

; In UO-LISP, non-alphanumeric characters are not allowed!! 
; Lower case was also not allowed!! This does create some 
; readability problems in this listing. 

(defvar MAXDISTANCE nil) 
(defvar CDFORM ml) 
(defvar CDFORMl ml) 
(defvar CDF0RM2 ml) 
(defvar SPREADLINKS ml) 
(defvar STORYLINKS ml) 
(defvar DISTANCE ml) 
(defvar STRONGEST nil) 
(defvar STR0NGEST2 ml) 
(defvar BESTSENSE nil) 
(defvar BESTSENSE2 nil) 
(defvar ZCONCEPT nil) 
(defvar ZSTACK ml) 
(defvar ZREiJLlSTPREDICTED nil) 
(defvar ZSTART nil) 
(defvar ZPREDICTEDTYPE ml) 
(defvar ZPREDICTEDCD ml) 
(defvar ZPARTOFSPEECH ml) 
(defvar ZLINKS ml) 
(defvar ZNUMREQUESTS nil) 
(defvar ZCDFORM ml) 
(defvar VT nil) 
(defvar ZSENTENCE nil) 
(defvar REQUEST ml) 
(defvar REQUESTS nil) 
(defvar TRIGGERED ml) 

1 3 0 
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(defvar PACKET ml) 
(defvar ZSUBJECT nil) 
(defvar ZPREDICATES nil) 
(defvar ZWORD nil) 
(defvar STORY nil) 
(defvar GETVARl ml) 
(defvar GETVAR2 nil) 
(defvar GETVAR3 ml) 
(defvar GETVAR4 nil) 
(defvar GETVAR5 nil) 
(defvar GETVAR6 nil) 
(defvar ASSIGNMENTS nil) 
> 

; VT is "Very Temporary" variable 
(DEfun DOSTORY (LINES) 

(PROG (CD LINE) 
(SETQ DISTANCE 0) 
(OMITLINKS); dear old SPREADLISTS and INTERSECTIONS 
(SETQ MAXDISTANCE 50) 
(SETQ STORY NIL) 
(SETQ STORYLINKS NIL) 

LOOP (SETQ VT LINES) 
(SETQ LINE (POP VT)) 
(SETQ LINES VT) 
(COND ((NULL LINE) 

(RETURN (SETQ STORY (REVERSE STORY))))) 
(FORMAT T ""A *A^Z" "Working om " LINE) 
(SETQ VT LINE) 
(SETQ CD (Sin (PARSE))) 
(SETQ VT CD) 
(PUSH VT story) 
(FORMAT T "'A "A^X" "Completed: " LINE) 
(FORMAT T ""A^Z" "Best CD:") 
(PPRINT CD) 
(TERPRI) (TERPRI) 
(GO LOOP))) 

(DEfun SIFT (TPCD) 
(PROG 0 

LOOP (COND ((MEMBER NIL TPCD) 
(SETQ TPCD (DELETE NIL TPCD))) 

(T (RETURN TPCD))) 
(GO LOOP))) 

(DEfun PARSE 0 
(PROG 0 

(SETQ GETVARl NIL) 
(SETQ GETVAR2 NIL) 
(SETQ GETVAR3 NIL) 
(SETQ GETVAR4 NIL) 
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(SETQ GBTVAR5 NIL) 
(SETQ GETVAR6 NIL) 
(SETQ ZPREDICTEDCD NIL) 
(SETQ ZCONCEPT NIL) 
(SETQ ZSUBJECT NIL) 
(SETQ ZLINKS NIL) 
(SETQ ZPREDICTEDTYPE NIL) 
(SETQ ZPREDICATES NIL) 
(SETQ ZWORD NIL) 
(SETQ ZNUMREQUESTS 0) 
(SETQ ZSTACK NIL) 
(SETQ ZREQLISTPREDICTED NIL) 

; spreadsent will do spreading activation work. 
(SPREADSENT (SPREADENGLISH VT)) 
(SETQ ZSENTENCE (CONS (QUOTE ZSTART) VT)) 

LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ ZWORD (POP ZSENTENCE))) 
(RETURN (REMOVEVARIABLES ZCONCEPT)))) 

(FORMAT T ""A ^A^Z" "-> Processing: " ZWORD) 
(COND ((NULL aOADDEF)) (GO LOOP)) (T (GO DOIT))) 

DOIT (RUNSTACK) 
(CHECKZREQLISTPREDICTED) 
(GO LOOP))) 

(DEfun RUNSTACK 0 
(PROG 0 
(SETQ REQUEST NIL) 
(SETQ TRIGGERED NIL) 

LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ REQUEST (CHECKTOP ZSTACK))) 
(GO EXIT))) 

(POP ZSTACK) 
(DOASSIGNS REQUEST) 
(PUSH request TRIGGERED) 
(GO LOOP) 

EXIT (RETURN (ADDPACKETS TRIGGERED)))) 
CHECKZREQ-LIST-PREDICTED looks at the list 
ZREQLIST-PREDICTED to see if the current word is expected. 
For example, "Jack Dated..." tends to create an expectation 
for a female-person as the next concept in the sentence. 
Words are placed on that l ist when they are expected AND 
when their meanings are changed (or made more specific) 
in the current context. I imagine only verbs modify the 
context m this fashion, but there are no programming 
restnctions as to what words can put a request on the 
ZREQ-LIST-PREDICTED list. 
Note that items in that list are searched through 
completely every time a word is read, without regard to 
order. It is treated as a list, not a stack, and all 
requests m that list have equal priority. This function is 
a combination of RUN-STACK and CHECK-TOP, except it works on 
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; ZREQ-LIST-PREDICTED instead of ZSTACK, and isn't stadc 
; based. 

; Requests on ZREQ-LIST-PREDICTED may remove themselves or 
; other requests when appropriate. See the defiration of PAID 
; for an examjrfe of both. 
(DEfun CHECKZREQLISTPREDICTED 0 

(PROG 0 
(SETQ REQUEST NIL) 
(SETQ REQUESTS NIL) 
(SETQ TRIGGERED NIL) 

LOOPl (COND ((NULL 

(SETQ REQUEST (POP ZREQLISTPREDICTED))) 
(GO EXIT))) 

(PUSH REQUEST REQUESTS) 
(COND (dSTRIGGERED REQUEST) (GO MAKEPREDICTION))) 

(COND ((SETQ REQUEST (ISELSE REQUEST)) 
(GO MAKEPREDICTION))) 

(GO LOOPl) 
MAKEPREDICTION (POP REQUESTS) 

(PRINT "From R-LIST:") 
; if an R-LIST prediction competes with an 
; intersection-hit, then it is probably a 
; "garden path" sentence (tncky, but not 
; humorous. There are exceptions, and this 
; process may be how we "read between the 
; lines of a story. 
(COND (BESTSENSE (PRINT ">Garden Path<"))) 
(DOASSIGNS REQUEST) 
(PUSH request TRIGGERED) 

L00P2 (COND ((NULL (SETQ REQUEST 
(POP ZREQLISTPREDICTED))) 

(GO EXIT))) 
(PUSH REQUEST REQUESTS) 
(GO L00P2) 

EXIT (AND TRIGGERED (ADDPACKETS TRIGGERED)) 
(SETQ ZREQLISTPREDICTED REQUESTS) )) 

(DEfun ISTRIGGERED (REQUESTl) 
(PROG (TEST) 
(SETQ TEST (REQCLAUSE (QUOTE TEST) REQUESTl)) 
(COND (TEST (RETURN (EVAL (CAR TEST))))) 
(RETURN (QUOTE T)))) 

; Normally, tests are on the same level, and may be 
; evaluated simultaneously, allowing ambiguity. However, 
; if a TEST is not true, one wants to see if it is still 
; necessary to keep it around or have it remove itself (or 
; remove some other request). In order to allow prioritized 
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testing of requests in a packet, the ELSE statement was 
created. ISELSE allows ELSE dauses in the TEST...ASSIGN... 
NEXT-PACKET... ELSE... sequence. 
The general form is: 

( 

(TEST (s-expression)) 
(ASSIGN atom (s-expression)) 

(NEXT-PACKET (...)) 

(ELSE note: same level as TEST, etc. 
( 

(TEST..) 
(ASSIGN ...) 
(ELSE ...))) > 

Statements may nest down quite far, but note that the first 
test that IS TRUE will have its ASSIGN represent the entire 
request. That is, once a TEST is found TRUE, no other tests 
(or ELSE'S) are evaluated (which was the whole point Z anyway). 
See PAID for an example of ELSE in action. 

(DEfun ISELSE (REQUESTl) 
(PROG (ELSE) 
(COND ((SETQ ELSE (REQCLAUSE (QUOTE ELSE) REQUESTl)) 

(RETURN NIL))) 
(COND ((ISTRIGGERED ELSE) (RETURN ELSE))) 
(ISELSE ELSE))) 

(DEfun DOASSIGNS (REQUESTl) 
(PROG 0 
(SETQ ASSIGNMENTS (REQCLAUSE (QUOTE ASSIGN) REQUESTl)) 

LOOP (COND ((NULL ASSIGNMENTS) (GO EXIT))) 
(REASSIGN (POP ASSIGNMENTS) (POP ASSIGNMENTS)) 
(GO LOOP) 

EXIT (RETURN (QUOTE NIL)))) 
(DEfun REASSIGN (VAR VAL) 

(COND ((SET VAR (EVAL VAL)) 
(PROG 0 
(FORMAT T "'A *A*Z" " Adjusting => " 

VAR) 
(FORMAT T ""A *A*Z" " As: =>" 

(EVAL VAR)) 
(TERPRI) )))) 

(DEfun ADDPACKETS (REQUESTSl) 
(MAPCAR 'ADDIT REQUESTSl)) 

(DEfun ADDIT (REQUESTl) 
(PROG 0 

(SETQ VT (REQCLAUSE (QUOTE NEXTPACKET) 
REQUESTl)) 

(ADDSTACK))) 
(DEfun TOPOF (STACK) (CAR STACK)) 
(DEfun ADDSTACK 0 
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(PROGO 
(COND (VT (PUSH vt ZSTACK)) 

(T (RETURN VT))) 
(RETURN VT))) 

(DEfun LOADDEF 0 
(PROGO 
(SETQ VT (GET ZWORD (QUOTE DEFINITION))) 
(RETURN (COND (VT (ADDSTACK)) 
a 

(PROG 0 
(FORMAT T "^A "A^Z" ZWORD 

" Not in root dictionary") 
(TERPRI) 
(RETURN NIL))))))) 

(DEfun REQCLAUSE (KEY L) 
(PROG 0 0 
(SETQ X (ASSOC KEY D ) 
(RETURN (AND X (CDR X))))) 

(DEfun FILLERROLE (ROLE CD) 
(PROG (PAIR) 
(SETQ PAIR (ASSOC ROLE (CDR CD))) 
(RETURN (AND PAIR (CADR PAIR))))) 

(DEfun ISVAR 0() 
(AND (CONSP X) (EQUAL (CAR X) (QUOTE ZVAR)))) 

(DEfun NAMEVAR 00 
(AND (CONSP X) (CONSP (CDR X)) (CADR X))) 

(DEfun CONSP 0 0 
(COND ((ATOM X) (QUOTE NIL)) 

(TX))) 
(DEfun FEATURE (CDFORMX PRED) 

(EQUAL CDFORMX PRED)) 
(DEfun GETCDFORM (REQUESTl) 

(PROG (HEAD) 
(SETQ HEAD NIL) 
(SETQ ASSIGNMENTS (REQCLAUSE (QUOTE ASSIGN) REQUESTl)) 

LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ HEAD (POP ASSIGNMENTS))) 
(RETURN NIL))) 

(COND ((EQUAL (QUOTE ZCDFORM) HEAD) 
(RETURN (POP ASSIGNMENTS)))) 

(POP ASSIGNMENTS) 
(GO LOOP) ) ) 

; TYPELINK checks WORD'S spreadlist to see if a particular 
; characteristic is present (like, "isa person"). 
(DEfun TYPELINK (WORD CDSOUGHT) 

(PROG (SL LL LINKl) 

(COND ((NULL (SETQ LL (GET WORD 'DEFINITION))) 
(RETURN NIL))) 

(COND ((NULL (SETQ LL (REQCLAUSE IINK (CAR LL)))) 
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(RETURN NIL))} 
LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ LINKl (CAR LL))) (RETURN NIL))) 

(COND ((NULL (SETQ SL (GET LINKl 1INK)))(G0 L00P2))) 

(COND ((MEMBER CDSOUGHT SL .-TEST 'EQUAL) 
(RETURN (SETQ ZCDFORM aiST LINKl))))) 

L00P2 (SETQ LL (CDR LL)) 
(GO LOOP))) 

; Below, the most recent prediction is checked 
(DEfun RESOLVEPREDICTEDCD 0 

(PROG (PREDICTEDCD) 

(SETQ PREDICTEDCD (CAR ZPREDICTEDCD)) 
(SETQ VT REQUESTS) 

LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ REQUEST (POP VT))) 
(RETURN NIL))) 

(COND ((AND (EQUAL PREDICTEDCD 
(EVAL (GETCDFORM REQUEST))) 

(POP ZPREDICTEDCD)) 
(RETURN REQUEST))) 

(GO LOOP))) 
(DEfun REMOVEVARIABLES (CDF0RM9) 
(COND ((ATOM CDF0RM9) CDF0RM9) 

((ISVAR CDF0RM9) 
(REMOVEVARIABLES (EVAL (NAMEVAR CDF0RM9)))) 

(T 
(CONS (CAR CDF0RM9) 
(PROG (VAL SAVE-LIST) 
(MAPCAR 
r(LAMBDA (PAIR) 

(COND ((SETQ VAL (REMOVEVARIABLES (CADR PAIR))) 
(PUSH 

(LIST (CAR PAIR) VAL) 
SAVE-LIST)))) 
(CDR CDF0RM9)) 

(RETURN (REVERSE SAVE-LIST))))))) 

»» NISP/LSP ** 
Gale A. Wilson 

Sunday, 2/25/85 07:30 PM 
Below IS some fundamental code for spreading with OP'S. 
Spreading activation can go as deep (or distant) as 
needed. That is . Silkworm spreading to fabric would be 
one level, from fabric to cloth would be the second level, 
from cloth to tie would be the third level, etc. Note 
tha t besides do th spreading to tie being a third level 
association, cloth can also spread to, say, "towel". 
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and that concept would also be stored on the third level 
list. ALL assoaations for each level are so stored and 
spread from. It is not likely, practical or necessary to 
spread to extreme depths with the present method, 
since distance is used rather than nodes crossed (as in 
a Collins and Quillian "isa" network). One can instead 
set the maximum distance to spread to, and prevent a 
barrage of meaningless (even for humor) intersections. 
Also, currently the spread of choice is bottom-up. No 
spread starts with a GESTALT list and goes down, although 
that may be necessary for other uses (and easy to implement 
if given the memory). GESTALFs are noted and recorded as 
passed, and their elements recorded, but those elements are 
not spread from. 

Currently, Lenhert's RELATIONAL link is not used. Instead, 
the common links (such as TYPEOF and PARTOF) are given 
equal status as an OP. The difference is for programming 
convimence, although I'm not sure that a vague primitive 
such as RELATIONAL could be defended anyway. 
Set MAXDISTANCE above to the maximum distance (from 5, for 
at least one level, to 1000 for more levels. Currently, 
MAXDISTANCE is set to 50, which usually will result in 
many connections (the exact number depends on the concepts 
and their distances to other concepts.) 
Note that the maximum distance between any two concepts may 
range from zero (for an unmeasurably close association), to 
100. The 100 maximum is arbitrary, and may be changed, but 
I suggest it so that your definitions can be compared 
directly to mine or someone else's distance judgements, 
especially those derived m any empirical work. 
OMITLINKS cleans house at the beginning of each 
"story." It removes old dusty associations from the 
last story. 

(DEfun OMITLINKS 0 

(PROG 0 
(MAPCAR 'REMLISTS SPREADLINKS) 
(SETQ SPREADLINKS NIL))) 

(DEfun REMLISTS (L) 
(PROG 0 

(REMPROP L 'INTERSECTIONS) 
(REMPROP L 'SPREADLIST))) 

; This one is important... 
; RESOLV..whew, finds the strongest association. 
(DEfun RESOLVEPREDICTEDSENSE 0 

(PROG 0 
(SETQ STRONGEST NIL) 
(SETQ STR0NGEST2 NIL) 
(SETQ BESTSENSE NIL) 
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(SETQ BESTSENSE2 NIL) 
(COND ((NULL ZLINKS) (RETURN NIL))) 
(MAPCAR 'RANKCDS ZLINKS) 
(AND BESTSENSE (SETQ BESTSENSE (LIST BESTSENSE))) 
(AND BESTSENSE2 (SETQ BESTSENSE2 aiST BESTSENSE2))) 
(RETURN BESTSENSE) )) 

; SPREADENGLISH converts English into CDFORMs for spreading. 
(DEfun SPREADENGLISH (SENTENCED 

(PROG (WORDl CDS CDLIST) 
(SETQ ZSENTENCE SENTENCED 

LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ WORDl (POP ZSENTENCE))) 
(RETURN CDLIST))) 

(COND ((NULL (SETQ CDS (GET WORDl 'DEFINITION))) 
(GO LOOP))) 

(COND ((NULL (SETQ CDS (REQCLAUSE IINK (CAR CDS)))) 
(GO LOOP))) 

(SETQ SPREADLINKS (APPEND SPREADLINKS CDS)) 
(SETQ CDS 

(MAPCAR rOambda 0) 
(APPEND (LIST L) '(0))) CDS)) 

(SETQ STORYLINKS (APPEND STORYLINKS CDS)) 
(SETQ CDLIST (APPEND CDLIST CDS)) (GO LOOP))) 

(DEfun SPREADSENT (SENTENCECDFORM) 
(PROG 0 

(SPREADCD SENTENCECDFORM) 
(INTERSECT STORYLINKS))) 

; SPREADCD is handed a list of CD-FORMs, and sets up a 
; composite list for each until it ran out of steam. 

The list returned has the form: 
( (devel l «1) (levell #2) (...) (levell in)) 

((level2 «1) (level2 #2) (...) aevel2 In)) 

(Oeveln »1) (leveln #2) (...) Oeveln »n))) 
(DEfun SPREADCD (SENTENCECD) 

(PROG (ROOT) 
(COND ((NULL SENTENCECD) (RETURN NIL))) 
(MAPCAR 

rOambda (CDFORMX) 
(SPREADROOT 

(GET (CAR CDFORMX) TINK) 
CDFORMX)) SENTENCECD))) 

SPREADROOT is in control of the spread for any single 
concept. That is, it has control of the spread from 
an initial root on out as far as the distance parameter 
allows. 

(DEfun SPREADROOT (ROOT X) 
(PROG (SPREADLINK SPREADTEMP) 
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(SETQ CDFORM X) 
(SETQ DISTANCE 0)^ 
(OR ROOT (GO EXIT)) 
(SETQ SPREADTEMP 

a i S T a i S T 
(CONS 

(CONS 'CDFORM a i S T CDFORM)) (REDO ROOT))))) 
(SETQ SPREADLINK SPREADTEMP) 

LOOP (OR SPREADTEMP (GO EXIT)) 

(AND (EQUAL (CAR SPREADTEMP) NIL) 
(OR (SETQ SPREADTEMP (CDR SPREADTEMP)) (GO EXIT)) 
(GO LOOP)) ; Loop and delete any NIL's. 

(SETQ SPREADTEMP 
(MAPCAR 'SPREAD (CAR SPREADTEMP))) 

(SETQ SPREADLINK 
(APPEND SPREADLINK SPREADTEMP)) 

(GO LOOP) 
EXIT (RETURN SPREADLINK))) 
SPREAD is the primary process for building extensions to 
the network. Upon receiving a new "root" form. 
It first checks the root to determine which (if any) 
nodes it should spread to. It then builds a list 
consisting of all links that it (the root) should spread 
toward. 
SPREAD IS recalled for every root m each 
level of activation (takes a long time...), although 
the maximum distance may be set to restnct that greatly. 

(DEfun SPREAD (ROOT) 
(PROG (BUFRINK BUFFTEMP) 

(SETQ DISTANCE (CADAR (REQOP 'CDFORM ROOT))) 
(ADDTOLIST (CDAR ROOT)) 
(ADDGESTALT (REQOP 'GESTALT ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFFTEMP (LIST BUFFLINK)) 

(AND (SETQ BUFFTEMP (ADDLINK 'PARTOF ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFFLINK (APPEND BUFFLINK a i S T BUFFTEMP)))) 

(AND (SETQ BUFFTEMP (ADDLINK TYPEOF ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFRINK (APPEND BUFRINK a i S T BUFFTEMP)))) 

(AND (SETQ BUFFTEMP (ADDLINK 'SOURCE ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFRINK (APPEND BUFRINK a i S T BUFFTEMP)))) 

(AND (SETQ BUFFTEMP (ADDLINK 'CONSUMER ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFRINK (APPEND BUFRINK a i S T BUFFTEMP)))) 

(AND (SETQ BUFFTEMP (ADDLINK 'CONNECTOR ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFRINK (APPEND BUFFLINK a i S T BUFFTEMP)))) 

(AND (SETQ BUFFTEMP (ADDLINK 'CONTAINER ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFRINK (APPEND BUFRINK a i S T BUFFTEMP)))) 

(AND (SETQ BUFFTEMP (ADDLINK 'SEPARATOR ROOT)) 
(SETQ BUFRINK (APPEND BUFRINK a i S T BUFFTEMP)))) 

(RETURN (AND (NULL (ATOM BUFRINK)) BUFRINK)) 
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(RETURN '(NIL)))) 
ADDLINK finds the OP in the ROOT link, and retrieves 
the concepts that it should spread toward from the given 
OP. The new link-information from the concept that 
iS spread toward is returned to SPREAD, where it is 
CONS'ed on a list of other link information at the proper 
level (into BUFRINK during SPREAD). Multiple links 
with the same OP are allowed; i.e., a data element: 
((CDFORM 0(SILKWORM 5)) 
(SOURCE 0(SILK 2)) 
(SOURCE 0(WINE 4)) ), 

would be passed through ADDLINK twice, once for each SOURCE 
OP. This allows easy addition of identical OP'S by some 
future program or programmer. NOTE: ADDLINK does NOT 
support the structure: (SOURCE (XSILK 2) OOî INE 4)), which 
is like the current GESTALT structure. 

(DEfun ADDLINK (OP ROOT) 
(PROG (OPLINK CDROOT) 

(OR (SETQ CDROOT (REQOP OP ROOT)) 
(RETURN NIL)) 

(OR (SETQ CDROOT (ADDDISTANCE (CAR CDROOT))) 
(RETURN NIL)) 

(OR (SETQ OPLINK (REDO (GET (CAAR CDROOT) IINK))) 
(RETURN NIL)) 

(SETQ OPLINK (CONS (APPEND '(CDFORM) CDROOT) OPLINK)) 
(RETURN 

(CDR (CONS (ADDLINK OP (DELETEOP OP ROOT)) OPLINK)) 
))) 

DELETEOP deletes the first occurance of an OP from 
a ROOT list. Used after that OP has been processed 
by ADDLINK. On entry, OP is the OP to be deleted; 
ROOT IS the list that the OP is to be removed from. 
ROOT without the OP and its information is returned. 

(DEfun DELETEOP (OP ROOT) 
(COND ((NULL ROOT) NIL) 

((EQ OP (CAAR ROOT)) (CDR ROOT)) 
(T 

(CONS (CAR ROOT) (DELETEOP OP (CDR ROOT)))))) 
(DEfun REDO (ROOT) 

(PROG (NEWROOT FUNCT) 
(OR ROOT (RETURN NIL)); Nothing sent! 
(OR (SETQ FUNCT 

(REQOP TUNCTION ROOT)) (RETURN ROOT)) 
(SETQ NEWROOT (EVAL (CAR FUNCT))); execute function 
(OR NEWROOT (RETURN ROOT)) 
(RETURN NEWROOT))) 

; REQOP is used to retneve OP information passed as a list. 
(DEfun REQOP (KEY 0PLIST2) 
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(PROG 0 0 
(SETQ X (ASSOC KEY 0PLIST2)) 
(RETURN (AND X (CDR X))))) 
ADDGESALT puts eadi element of a GESTALT on the 

; SPREADLIST for a CDFORM that is also on the l ist . 

(DEfun ADDGESTALT (GESTALTCDS) 
(COND ((NULL GESTALTCDS) NIL) 

(T 
(PROG (GESTALT) 

(OR (SETQ GESTALT (CAR GESTALTCDS)) (RETURN NIL)) 
(RETURN 
(COND {(SETQ GESTALT (ADDDISTANCE GESTALT)) 

(PROG 0 
(ADDTOLIST GESTALT) 
(ADDGESTALT (CDR GESTALTCDS)) 

)) 

(T 
(ADDGESTALT (CDR GESTALTCDS))))))))) 

; ADDTOLIST puts an item on a SPREADLIST. 
(DEfun ADDTOLIST (G) 
(PROG (Tl) 

(SETQ Tl (GET (CAR CDFORM) 'SPREADLIST)) 
(COND (Tl 

(PUTPROP (CAR CDFORM) 
(APPEND Tl G) 
'SPREADLIST)) 

(T 
(PUTPROP (CAR CDFORM) 

G 
'SPREADLIST))))) 

(DEfun ADDDISTANCE (CD) 
(PROG (FUTDIST) 

(SETQ FUTDIST (CADR CD)) 
(SETQ FUTDIST (+ FUTDIST DISTANCE)) 
(RETURN 
(COND («& MAXDISTANCE FUTDIST) NIL) 

(T 
(LIST (CONS (CAR CD) (LIST FUTDIST)))))))) 

INTERSECTION SEARCHING 
The code that follows builds intersection informisition 
for each concept, and stores i t under that concept's 
"INTERSECTIONS" property. 
INTERSECT accepts a l ist of CDFORMs as input. 
It finds any intersections between any two CDFORMs 
in the l ist and records the event under the property 
"INTERSECTIONS" for each involved CDFORM. It does 
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a pair-wise comparison, i.e., CDF0RM1-CDF0RM2, 
CDF0RM1-CDF0RM3,..., CDFORMl-CDFORMn 
CDF0RM2-CDF0RM3,..., CDF0RM2-CDF0RMn 
CDFORM(n-l)-CDFORMn. 

(DEfun INTERSECT (SENTENCECD) 
(PROG (SENT) 

(COND ((NULL SENTENCECD) (RETURN NIL))) 
(SETQ CDFORMl (CAR SENTENCECD)) 
(COND ((NULL (SETQ SENT (CDR SENTENCECD))) 

(RETURN NIL))) 
(COND ((GET (CAR CDFORMl) 'SPREADLIST) 

(TWOWAY SENT))) 
(INTERSECT SENT))) 
TWOWAY compares a CDFORMl's SPREADLIST to every other 
CDFORM's SPREADLIST. 

(DEfun TWOWAY (RSENT) 
(PROG 00 

(COND ((NULL RSENT) (RETURN NIL))) 
(SETQ CDF0RM2 (CAR RSENT)) 
(COND 

((EQUAL (CAR CDFORMl) (CAR CDF0RM2)) 
(RETURN NIL))) 

(INTERl (GET (CAR CDFORMl) 'SPREADLIST) 
(GET (CAR CDF0RM2) 'SPREADLIST)) 

(TWOWAY (CDR RSENT)))) 
INTERl "pee ls -ofr one CDFORM at a time from the 
SPREADLIST of CDFORMl a i ) , and passes that CDFORM as 
well as the SPREADLIST of CDF0RM2 (L2) to INTER2 (for 
doing the actual comparisons to each element of 
CDF0RM2's SPREADLIST HZ), see INTER2 below). 

(DEfun INTERl (LI L2) 
(COND ((NULL LI) NIL) 

((NULL L2) NIL) 
(T 
(PROG (ELD 

(SETQ ELI (CAR LD) 
(INTER2 ELI L2) 
(INTERl (CDR LD L2))))) 

INTER2 accepts a CDROOT and a l ist as input. 
INTER2 always returns NIL. 
It searches for CDROOT on the l ist L2, if found. 
It will use MAKELIST (below) to update the inter
section l ists for CDROOT's base CDFORM (CDFORMl), and 
the CDFORM (CDF0RM2) that spawned the L2 l ist , 

(DEfun INTER2 (CDROOT L2) 
(COND ((NULL L2) NIL) 
(T 
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(PROG (EL2) 
(SETQ EL2 (CAR L2)) 
(AND (EQ (CAR CDROOT) (CAR EL2)) 

(MAKELIST CDROOT EL2)) 
(INTER2 CDROOT (CDR L2)))))) 
MAKELIST is a low-level function which receives 
two l i s t s , ELI and EL2, that contain ROOT infor
mation. Each l ist is of the form: 

(CDFORMn DISTANCEn). 
The task of MAKELIST is to add the intersection to 
the two CDFORMs' INTERSECTIONS lists. If CDFORMi is 
the CDFORM where the intersection occurred, then 
CDFORMl would have: 

(CDF0RM2 CDFORMl DISTANCED 
added to the end of i ts INTERSECTIONS property l ist , 
and, 
CDF0RM2's intersection l ist would have 

(CDFORMl CDFORMl DISTANCED 
added to the end of i ts INTERSECTIONS property list, 
where DISTANCEi is the distance from CDFORMn to 
the CDFORMi (intersection CDFORM). 

(DEfun MAKELIST (ELI EL2) 
(PROG m DIST) 

(SETQ DIST (+ (CADR ELI) (CADR EL2))) 
(SETQ ELI (APPEND a iST (CAR ELD) (LIST DIST))) 

(SETQ EL2 (APPEND a iST (CAR EL2)) (LIST DIST))) 
(SETQ ELI (CONS (CAR CDF0RM2) ELI)) 
(SETQ EL2 (CONS (CAR CDFORMl) EL2)) 
(COND ((SETQ Tl (GET (CAR CDFORMl) 'INTERSECTIONS)) 

(PUTPROP (CAR CDFORMl) 
(APPEND Tl a iST ELD) 
'INTERSECTIONS)) 

(T 
(PUTPROP (CAR CDFORMl) 

(LIST ELD 
'INTERSECTIONS))) 

(COND ((SETQ Tl (GET (CAR CDF0RM2) 'INTERSECTIONS)) 
(PUTPROP (CAR CDF0RM2) 

(APPEND Tl a iST EL2)) 
'INTERSECTIONS)) 

a 
(PUTPROP (CAR CDF0RM2) 

a i S T EL2) 
'INTERSECTIONS))))) 

;The routines below will not compile under some LlSPs, and must 
;run interpreted. It should compile okay under common lisp. 
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; RANKCDS works for RESOLVEPREDICTEDSENSE, and does all 
; t h e real work. 
(DEfun RANKCDS aiNKCDFORM) 

(PROG (CD) 
(COND ((NULL (SETQ VT 

(GET LINKCDFORM 'INTERSECTIONS))) 
(RETURN 'NOINTERS))) 

(COND (STRONGEST (GO L00P2))) 
LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ STRONGEST (POP VT))) 

(RETURN BESTSENSE)) 

((MEMBER (CAR STRONGEST) ZLINKS) (GO LOOP)) 
(T (SETQ BESTSENSE LINKCDFORM))) 

L00P2 (COND ((NULL (SETQ CD (POP VT))) 
(RETURN STRONGEST)) 

((MEMBER (CAR CD) ZLINKS) (GO L00P2)) 
((EQ BESTSENSE LINKCDFORM) 

(GO L00P3)) 
((NULL STR0NGEST2) 

(AND (SETQ STR0NGEST2 CD) 
(SETQ BESTSENSE2 LINKCDFORM)))) 

(AND (<& (CADDR CD) (CADDR STR0NGEST2)) 
(SETQ STR0NGEST2 CD)) 

L00P3 (COND («& (CADDR STRONGEST) (CADDR CD)) 
(GO L00P2))) 

(AND (NULL (EQ BESTSENSE LINKCDFORM)) 
(SETQ BESTSENSE2 BESTSENSE) 
(SETQ STR0NGEST2 STRONGEST)) 

(SETQ STRONGEST CD) 
(SETQ BESTSENSE LINKCDFORM) 
(GO L00P2))) 

; Most ambiguity shows up in CHECKTOP. 
(DEfun CHECKTOP (STACK) 

(PROG 0 

(COND ((NULL STACK) (RETURN NIL))) 
(SETQ REQUEST NIL) 
(SETQ REQUESTS NIL) 
(SETQ ZNUMREQUESTS 0) 
(SETQ PACKET (TOPOF STACK)) 
(SETQ ZLINKS (REQCLAUSE IINK (CAR PACKET))) 

LOOP (COND ((NULL (SETQ REQUEST (POP PACKET))) 
(GO CONSIDER))) 

(COND ((ISTRIGGERED REQUEST) 

(GO ADDREQUESTS))) 
(COND ((SETQ REQUEST (ISELSE REQUEST)) 

(GO ADDREQUESTS))) 
(GO LOOP) 

ADDREQUESTS (PUSH REQUEST REQUESTS) 
(SETQ ZNUMREQUESTS 
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( U ZNUMREQUESTS)) 
(GO LOOP) 

CONSIDER (COND ((EQUAL ZNUMREQUESTS 1) 
RETURN (POP REQUESTS)))) 

(RESOLVEPREDICTEDSENSE) 
(COND ((NULL BESTSENSE) (GO SKIP))) 
(COND ((AND BESTSENSE BESTSENSE2) 

(PRINT "?Humor?"))) 
(FORMAT T "^A "A-Z --A-Z" "Sense ff2=>" 

BESTSENSE2 
STR0NGEST2) 

(TERPRI) 

(FORMAT T ""A ^A^Z "A-Z" "Sense tfl=>" 
BESTSENSE 
STRONGEST) 

(TERPRI) 
SKIP (FORMAT T "^A ^A'Z" "Predicted CD ==>" 

ZPREDICTEDCD) 
(COND ((AND BESTSENSE ZPREDICTEDCD) 

(PRINT "IGarden Path!"))) 
(COND (ZPREDICTEDCD (GO SKIP2))) 
(COND ((NULL BESTSENSE) (GO SENSETYPE))) 
(PUSH bestsense ZPREDICTEDCD) 

SKIP2 (COND ((SETQ REQUEST 
(RESOLVEPREDICTEDCD)) 

(RETURN REQUEST))) 
(COND ((PUSH bestsense ZPREDICTEDCD) 

(SETQ REQUEST (RESOLVEPREDICTEDCD)))) 
(COND (REQUEST (RETURN REQUEST))) 

SENSETYPE (COND ((NULL ZPREDICTEDTYPE) 
(GO DESPARATE))) 

(SETQ REQUESTS 
(RESOLVEPREDICTEDTYPE REQUESTS)) 

(SETQ REQUEST (POP REQUESTS)) 
(COND ((NULL REQUEST) (GO DESPARATE))) 
(COND ((NULL REQUESTS) (RETURN REQUEST))) 
(PUSH REQUEST REQUESTS) 

DESPARATE (RETURN (POP REQUESTS)) 
EXIT (RETURN REQUEST))) 

«« SHOP/LSP »* 
(INTERPRETER ONLY) 
Sunday, 1 1 / 2 3 / 8 5 

Note on LINKs. There is a max of 1 se t of LINKs for 
each defined word. A l i s t of LINKS includes all the 
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CD-FORMS (meanings) based on the surface 
;; representation of the word, and are put in one place 
;; for programming convenience. 
(DEfmacro DEFWORD a m) 

(PUTprop L 

m (QUOTE DEFINITION)) (princ L) '(print "defined")) 
(DEFmacro DEFCONCEPT d m) 

(PUTprop L 

m (QUOTE LINK)) (princ 1) '(print "defined")) 
(DEFWORD LAKE 
((aiNK XBODYOFWATER) 

(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE OfflODYOFWATER)))))) 

(DEFWORD WATER 
(((LINK XWATER) 

(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(WATER)))))) 

(DEFWORD GLASS 

((aiNK XMATERIAL-GLASS XDRINKING-GLASS) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(MATERIAL-GLASS)))) 
((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(DRINKING-GLASS)))))) 
(DEFWORD BANK 
((aiNK XSHORE XLENDINGSTORE) 

(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(SHORE)))) 

((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE OaENDINGSTORE)))))) 

(DEFWORD WINDOW 
(((LINK XWINDOW) 

(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE OCWINDOW)))))) 

(DEFWORD RESTAURANT 
((aiNK XRESTAURANT) 

(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE OCRESTAURANT)))))) 

(DEFWORD SWAM 
((aiNK XBODYOFWATER) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE (PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(TO (ZVAR GETVAR2)) 
(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR3)) 
(PROXIMITY (ZVAR GETVAR6)) 

)) 

GETVARl ZSUBJECT) 
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(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZWORD (QUOTE TO))) 
(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH 

(QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM))) 

(ELSE ((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM)))))))) 

(DEFWORD WENT 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE (PTRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR5)) 
(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(TO (ZVAR GETVAR2)) 
(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR3)))) 

GETVARl ZSUBJECT 
GETVAR2 NIL 
GETVAR3 NIL 
GETVAR4 NIL 
GETVAR5 NIL) 

(NEXTPACKET 

((TEST (EQUAL ZWORD (QUOTE TO))) 
(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH 

(QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM)))) 

((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM)) 

((TEST (EQUAL ZWORD (QUOTE HOME))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 (QUOTE (HOUSE)))))))) 

(DEFWORD HOME 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))))) 

(DEFWORD WITH 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE PREP)) 
(NEXTPACKET 

((TEST (TYPELINK ZWORD '(TYPEOF (PERSON 95)))) 
(ASSIGN 

GETVAR5 ZCDFORM)))))) 
(DEFWORD TO 

(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE PREP))))) 
(DEFWORD IN 

(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE PREP)) 
(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR6 ZCDFORM)))))) 

(DEFWORD STORE 
((a iNK XSTORE) 
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(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE OCSTORE)))))) 

»/ 

;; In complex definitions, seemingly strange assignments are 
;; sometimes made, like assigning a value to GET-VAR4 several 
;; t imes in a row. The reason, in all but the last such 
;; assignment, is for the side-effect during evaluation. 
;; For example, in PAID, GET-VAR4 is assigned POP ZSTACK, 
;; for the sole purpose of popping an inappropriate request 
;; off the stack and into the ether. Also, a way for a 
;; request to get n d of itself , when it notices that it 
;; i s no longer appropriate, is to ASSIGN REQUEST NIL, 
;; which works if the request is being evaluated by 
;; CHECK-ZREQ-LIST-PREDICTED, or RUN-STACK. 

(DEFWORD PAID 
((aiNKS XMONEYFORM XCOSTFORM) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB) 

ZCDFORM 
(QUOTE (ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARl)) 

(COACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR5)) 
(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR4)) 
(AMOUNT (ZVAR GETVAR2)) 
(FROM (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(TO (ZVAR GETVAR3)) 
(PROXIMITY (ZVAR GETVAR6)) 

)) 

GETVARl ZSUBJECT 
GETVAR2 NIL 
GETVAR3 NIL 
GETVAR4 

(NULL (PUSH 
'((TEST 

(OR 
(EQUAL ZWORD (QUOTE BY)) 
(EQUAL ZWORD (QUOTE WITH)))) 

(ASSIGN ZPREDICTEDCD 
(PUSH '(XMONEYFORM) ZPREDICTEDCD)) 

(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (AND 

(EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH 
(QUOTE NOUN)) 

(FEATURE ZCDFORM 
(QUOTE 0(MONEYFORM))))) 

(ASSIGN GETVAR4 (POP ZSTACK) 
GETVAR4 ZCDFORM) 

(ELSE 
((TEST (TYPELINK ZWORD '(HPEOF (PERSON 95)))) 
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(ASSIGN GETVAR5 ZCDFORM) 
(ELSE 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR4 

(POP ZPREDICTEDCD) 
REQUEST NIL))) 

) ) ) ) ) ZREQLISTPREDICTED)) 
GETVAR4 NIL 
ZPREDICTEDCD 

(PUSH '0(COSTFORM) ZPREDICTEDCD)) 
(NEXTPACKET 

((TEST (AND 
(EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN)) 
(FEATURE ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(COSTFORM))))) 

(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM) 
(ELSE 

((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR3 ZCDFORM))) ))))) 

(DEFWORD CHECK 
(((LINK XMONEYFORM XCOSTFORM) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(COSTFORM)))) 
((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(MONEYFORM)))))) 

DATA FOR SPREADING (FROM OLD CONl/LSP) 
1 0 / 8 5 

(DEFCONCEPT XBODYOFWATER 
((SEHING (SCRIPTS (BOATING) (FISHING) (SKIING))) 

(SOURCE OCWATER 5) (FISH 4 0 ) ) ) ) 
(DEFCONCEPT XWATER 

((TYPEOF 0(LIQUID 10)) 
(PARTOF 0(LIFE 3 0 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XSHORE 
((PARTOF 0(B0DYOFWATER 15)) 
(PARTOF 0(LAND 15)) 
(GESTALT OCGOODTIME 10) 0(COSTF0RM 40)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XGOODTIME 
((SOURCE 0(RELAXATION 10)) 
(CONNECTOR 0(FORGETYOURTR0UBLES 10)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XSTORE 
((SOURCE 0(MATERIALGOODS 10)) 
(CONSUMER 0(MONEYFORM 10)) 
(SEHING (SCRIPTS (SHOPPING))))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XMATERIAL-GLASS 
((PARTOF 0(WINDOW 20)) 
(PARTOF 0(DRINKING-GLASS 10)) 
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(PARTOF 0(EYE-GUSSES 15) ) ) ) 
(DEFCONCEPT XWINDOW 

((GESTALT 0(MATERIAL-GUSS 10) 0(WOOD 25)) 
(CONNECTOR 0(OUTSIDE-WORLD 20) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XDRINKING^LASS 
((CONTAINER OaiQUID 5)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XLIQUID 
((TYPEOF 0(MINERAL 95)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XRESTAURANT 
((TYPEOF 0(STORE 25)) 
(SOURCE 0(FOOD 10)) 
(SEHING (SCRIPTS (RESTAURANT))))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XLENDINGSTORE 
((SOURCE 0(MONEYFORM 20)) 
(CONNECTOR OCBILLCOLLECTORS 15) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XMONEYFORM 

((CONNECTOR 0(MATERIALGOODS 5)) 
(SEPARATOR 0<BILLCOLLECTORS 20)) 
(SETTING 

(SCRIPTS (SHOPPING) 
(RESTAURANT))))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XMATERIALGOODS 
((CONNECTOR ©(SATISFACTION 10)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XBILLCOLLECTORS 
((SOURCE OCCOSTFORM 5)) 
(CONNECTOR 0(FRUSTRATION 20)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XCOSTFORM 
((SEniNG (SCRIPTS (RESTAURANT))))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XFOOD 
((SOURCE OCENERGY 20)) 
(SEHING (SCRIPTS (EATING) (RESTAURANT) (MARKET))))) 

»* SILKW/LSP ** 
(INTERPRETER ONLY) 

(DEFWORD TWO 
(((ASSIGN ZPREDICATES 

(APPEND ZPREDICATES (QUOTE ((NUMBER (2))))) 
ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE ADJ) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE OCTWO)))))) 

(DEFWORD RACING 
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((aiNK XRACING) 
(ASSIGN ZPREDICATES 

(APPEND ZPREDICATES (QUOTE ((ACTIVITY (RACING))))) 
ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE ADJ) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE OCRACING)))))) 

(DEFWORD DRAW 
(((LINK XRACETIE XRAVINE) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(RACETIE)))) 
((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE (NOUN)) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(RAVINE)))))) 
(DEFWORD TIE 

((aiNK XNECKTIE XRACETIE) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(RACETIE)))) 
((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(NECKTIE)))))) 
(DEFWORD SILKWORMS 

((aiNK XSILKWORM) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH 'NOUN 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE OCSILKWORM)))))) 
(DEFWORD FINISHED 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE (PROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(SEniNG (ZVAR GETVAR2)))) 

GETVARl ZSUBJECT 
GETVAR2 NIL 
GETVAR3 NIL) 

(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM)))))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XCOSTFORM 
((SEPARATOR 0(MONEYFORM 10)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XSILK 
((TYPEOF 0(FABRIC 5)) (GESTALT 0(EXPENSIVE 30)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XEXPENSIVE ((CONNECTOR 0(COSTFORM 5)))) 
(DEFCONCEPT XFABRIC 

((PARTOF 0(CLOTH 5)) ) ) 
(DEFCONCEPT XCLOTH 

((GESTALT 0(FABRIC 5) 0(PLANAR 40)) 
(PARTOF 0(CLOTHING 20)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XCLOTHING 

((GESTALT 0(CLOTH 45) 0(BODYSHAPE 40)) 
(SOURCE 0(WARMTH 20)) (SOURCE 0(MODESTY 20)) 
(SOURCE 0(STYLE 10)) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XNECKTIE 

((GESTALT OCCLOTH 50) (LINEAR 7 0 ) ) 
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<TYPEOF IXCLOTHING 10)) ) ) 
(DEFCONCEPT XRACING 

((GESTALT OffiACEOUTCOME 10) OCRACESTART 20) ) ) ) 
(DEFCONCEPT XRACETIE 

((TYPEOF OCRACEOUTCOME 9)))) 
(DEFCONCEPT XRACEOUTCOME 

((PARTOF OCRACING 20)) 
(GESTALT 0(RACELOSE 10) 0(RACEWIN 10)) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XRACEWIN 

((PARTOF OOiACEOUTCOME 5)) 
(CONNECTOR 0(AWARDTOKEN 10)) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XSILKWORM 
((TYPEOF OCWORM 1)) (SOURCE 0(SILK 5) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XWORM 
((GESTALT OCTUBULAR 50) ©(ANIMATE 50) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XRAVINE 
(CTYPEOF ©(INTERVAL 25) ) ) ) 

«» BASE/LSP «* 
BASIC (INTERPRETER ONLY) 

VERSION SATURDAY, 1 1 / 2 3 / 8 5 

Note on LINKs. There is a max of 1 set of LINKs for 
each defined word. A l i s t of LINKS includes all the 
CD-FORMS (meanings) based on the surface 
representation of the word, and are put in one place 
for programming convenience. 

(DEFWORD I 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE 0(PERSONTYPING)))))) 
(DEFWORD MY 

(((ASSIGN ZPREDICATES 
(APPEND ZPREDICATES 

(QUOTE ((POSSESBY ©(PERSONTYPING))))) 
ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE MODE) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(MY)))))) 

(DEFWORD HER 
(((ASSIGN ZPREDICATES 

(APPEND ZPREDICATES 
a i S T (APPEND (QUOTE (POSSESBY)) ZSUBJECT))) 

ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE MODR 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(HER)))))) 
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(DEFWORD ASTRONOMER 
( (a iNK XASTRONOMER) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(ASTRONOMER)))))) 
(DEFWORD ACTOR 

(((LINK XACTOR) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(ACTOR)))))) 
(DEFWORD STAR 

( (a iNK XAWARDTOKEN XACTOR XCELESTIALGAS) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(CELESTIALGAS)))) 
((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(ACTOR)))) 
((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(AWARDTOKEN)))))) 
(DEFWORD MARRIED 

(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE (ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVAR3)) 
(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR2)) (TO (ZVAR GETVARl)) 

)) 

GETVARl ZSUBJECT 
GETVAR2 NIL 
GETVAR3 NIL 

GETVAR4 
(NULL (PUSH 

'((TEST (TYPELINK ZWORD '(TYPEOF (PERSON 95)))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM)) ZREQLISTPREDICTED)) 

GETVAR4 NIL)))) 
(DEFWORD HE 

(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (RESOLVEPRONOUN))))) 

(DEFWORD TEACHER 
(((LINK XTEACHER) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©CTEACHER)))))) 
(DEFWORD COULDNT 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE MODE) 

ZPREDICATES 
(APPEND ZPREDICATES '((ABILITY (ZERO)))) 
ZCDFORM NIL)))) 

(DEFWORD CONTROL 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE (PROPEL (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR2)) (SKILL (ZVAR GETVAR3)))) 

GETVARl ZSUBJECT 
GETVAR2 NIL 
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GETVAR3 ZPREDICATES 
ZPREDICATES NIL) 

(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM)))))) 

(DEFWORD STUDENTS 
(((LINK XSTUDENTS) 

(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(STUDENTS)))))) 

(DEFWORD IN 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE PREP)) 
(NEXTPACKET 

((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR6 ZCDFORM)))))) 

(DEFWORD GOT 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE (ATRANS (ACTOR (ZVAR GETVARl)) 
(OBJECT (ZVAR GETVAR2)) (TO (ZVAR GETVARl)) 

(FROM (ZVAR GETVAR3)))) 
GETVARl ZSUBJECT 
GETVAR2 NIL 
GETVAR3 NIL) 

(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN GETVAR2 ZCDFORM)))))) 

(DEFWORD PUPILS 
( (a iNK XSTUDENTS XEYEDOTS) 

(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(STUDENTS)))) 

((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(EYEDOTS)))))) 

(DEFWORD CROSSEYED 
(((LINK XCROSSEYED) 
(ASSIGN ZPREDICATES 

(APPEND ZPREDICATES 
(QUOTE ((PROP ©(CROSSEYED))))) 

ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE MODE) 
ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(CROSSEYED)))))) 

(DEFWORD JACK 
( (a iNKS XJACK XCARJACK) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(CARJACK)))) 
((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©UACK)))))) 
(DEFWORD JANE 

( (a iNKS XJANE) 
(ASSIGN ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©(JANE)) 
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ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))))) 
(DEFWORD WARM 
((aiNK XHEAT) 
(ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE MODF) 

ZCDFORM (QUOTE ©CHEAT)))))) 
(DEFWORD ZSTART 
(((ASSIGN ZPARTOFSPEECH NIL 

ZCDFORM NIL 
ZSUBJECT NIL 
ZPREDICATES NIL) 

(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE NOUN))) 
(ASSIGN ZSUBJECT 

(OR (AND ZPREDICATES 
(APPEND ZCDFORM ZPREDICATES)) 

ZCDFORM) 
ZPREDICATES NIL) 

(NEXTPACKET 
((TEST (EQUAL ZPARTOFSPEECH (QUOTE VERB))) 

(ASSIGN ZCONCEPT ZCDFORM) 
))))))) 

;; DATA FOR SPREADING (FROM OLD CONl/LSP) 
1 0 / 8 5 

(DEFCONCEPT XPERSONTYPING 
((TYPEOF (PERSON 9 5 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XJACK 
((TYPEOF (MALE 95)) 
(TYPEOF (PERSON 9 5 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XJANE 
((TYPEOF (FEMALE 95)) 
(TYPEOF (PERSON 9 5 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT PERSON 
((TYPEOF ©(ANIMATE 30) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XASTRONOMER 
((TYPEOF (PERSON 95)) 
CTYPEOF ©(SCIENTIST 10)) 
(PARTOF ©(ASTRONOMY 10)) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XSCIENTIST 
((PARTOF ©(LEARNINGINSTITUTE 25) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XAWARDTOKEN 
((SOURCE ©(SATISFACTION 35) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XACTOR 
((TYPEOF (PERSON 95)) 
(PARTOF ©CTHEATER 10) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XASTRONOMY 
((GESTALT ©(ASTRONOMER 10) ©(CELESTIALGAS 10) 
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©(PLANETS 10)))) 
(DEFCONCEPT XCELESTIALGAS 

((PARTOF ©(ASTRONOMY 15)) 
(SOURCE ©(ENERGY 15)) 
(SOURCE ©(LIGHT 1 0 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XHEAT 
((SOURCE ©(ENERGY 3 0 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XENERGY 
((SOURCE OCHEAT 15) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XEYEDOTS 
((PARTOF ©(EYE 1 0 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XTHEATER 
((SOURCE ©(ENTERTAINMENT 15) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XEYE 
((PARTOF ©(HUMANBODY 10)) 
(SOURCE ©(VISION 15)) 
(GESTALT ©(EYEDOTS 10) ©(IRIS 1 0 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XCROSSEYED 
((GESTALT ©(EYEDOTS 10) ©(SICK 1 5 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XGROUP 
((GESTALT ©(MEMBERS 10) ©CSAMESEHING 5)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XLEARNINGINSTITUTE 
((GESTALT ©(BUILDING 4 0 ) ©CCUSSROOM 10) ©(TEACHER 10) 

©CSTUDENT 10) ©CLECTURE 20)) 
(SOURCE ©(KNOWLEDGE 10)) (CONNECTOR ©(GOODJOB 20) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XTEACHER 
((PARTOF ©aEARNINGlNSTITUTE D ) 
(SOURCE ©(KNOWLEDGE 9 ) ) ) ) 

(DEFCONCEPT XKNOWLEDGE 
((SOURCE ©(SATISFACTION 5)) (CONNECTOR ©(GOODJOB 25)))) 

(DEFCONCEPT XSTUDENTS 
((PARTOF ©(LEARNINGINSTITUTE 10)) 

(CONSUMER (KNOWLEDGE 5 ) ) ) ) 
(DEFCONCEPT XMONEYFORM 

((CONNECTOR ©(MATERIALGOODS 5)) 
(SEPARATOR ©(BILLCOLLECTORS 20)) 
(SETTING 

(SCRIPTS (SHOPPING) 
(RESTAURANT))))) 


